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Introduction 
Outline of Sub ject Matter and 
Hypothesis: The Debt Has 3een 
No Deterrent to the Growth of 
Industry 
In 1945, after a period of de pression followed by 
World i~ar II , Massachusett s was faced with a declining 
textile industry, an out-migration of both textile and 
shoe plants , run- down state institutions , and a highway 
sy stem totally inadequate to meet t he needs of the post -
war developments . 
As one phase of meeting t he problem, the state 
government inaugurated a program of capital expansion, 
which included the construct ion, widening or relocation 
of more than 800 miles of highways , the construction, 
repair and modernization , of buildings at state in-
stitutions for educ ation , health , welfare and correction, 
the development of its recreational park system, and other 
purposes . The funds were obtained by borro-v.ri ng , 1N"i th the 
result that t h e Massachusetts state debt as grown from 
about fifteen million dollars in 1945 to more than a 
billion dollars outstanding and aut horized in 1956. 
This unprecedented growth of de bt has g iven rise to 
widespread apprehension concerning the effect of t he debt 
X 
on the health of the economy and particularly the grm.;th 
of industry . However , it appears that no analytical 
study has been made as yet of this asp ect of the debt . 
The importance of the subj:l ct of t h is paper hardly 
needs emphasis . Mas sac 1usetts is in competition VIi t h o ther 
states industrially . Modern highways are essential to 
industry, and a major portion of the debt has been de -
vot ed to highway construction . A l arge part of the 
balance has been allocated to capital outlay for state 
educational , correctional and health institution s , all 
of which are essential to the maintenance of a high order 
of responsibility of a state to its c i tizens . On the 
other hand , if the debt imposes a burden on industry 
heavier than that lmposed by competing states, it can 
tend to be an offsetting deterrent . 
In this paper I shall attempt to demonstrate that 
the debt , so far , has been no deterrent to the grmv-th of 
industry in the Commonwealth of 1assachusetts . In Part I, 
I discuss the nature of the debt , trace its growth and 
development , compare it with the debts of ot he r states , 
analyze its structure , and indicate the requirements for 
its service . In Part II , I attempt to appraise the conse-
quences of the debt . I trace the impact of the debt on 
taxes and the impact of taxes on business decisions . I 
analyze the character of the cap ita l go ods created by 
the debt and their expansion effects on the economy . 
I conclude my appraisal with a comparison of the assets 
created through borrowed funds vn t h the disadvantages 
of the debt structure and costs of servicing . 
xi 
This is a subject which cannot be nicely vleighed 
or measured . However , i t involves the vit a l question as 
to the trend of the economy in Massachusetts and conse-
quently demands t he thoughtful consideration of all who se 
interests are at stak e . 
In t h is thesis the ter.m debt vnll be used in a 
broad sense to include both debt issued and outstanding 
and debt authorized but unissued . By growth of debt is 
meant growth of the net direct debt of the CommonHealth . 
As will be seen l a ter , the debt is comprised of t vro 
major elements , the net direct debt , incurred for the 
benefit of all the people and all t he areas of the state , 
and the contingent debt , incurred for t he benefit of 43 
towns and cities and serviced by funds raised from· ,aas~­
ments by the state on t hose towns and cities . 
Net debt indicates gross debt less sinking fund 
accumulations and self- supporting debt . 
Self- supporting debt is debt incurred for a project 
requiring no tax support . 
Because no study o.f this particular nature has 
previously been made , no one comprehensive source of 
xii 
data has been available . As a result I have had to rely 
heavily upon both published and unpub lished government 
documents , documents of private organizations , and inter-
views . I am grateful t o many individuals for their co -
operation . It is impossi ble to list t h em all , but I 
particularly wish to ac knowledge the helpfulness of Mr . 
Norman MacDonald , Executive Director of the Massachusetts 
Federation of Taxpayers Associations , Inc ., and his entire 
staff for providing access to their accQ~ulated fund of 
experience and technical information . I also wi sh 
especially to t hank Mr . Edwin T . Hebert of t h e State 
Budget Bureau for providing basic statisti ca l material , 
read i ng the preliminary draft , and verifying the accuracy 
of data . Among others who have cooperated t hrough personal 
interviews and r eading of t he preliminary draft are Mr . 
She!'i-vin C. Badger, Chai rman of the Massachusetts Finance 
Advisory Board; lllr . Robert s . \1eek s , jr ., member of the · 
original informal Debt Adv i sory Committee; rr . George H. 
Ellis , Research Director of t he Federal Reserve Bank of 
Boston; Mr . Melvin L. Morse , Research Director of t he 
Massachusetts Department of Commerce; and Mr . Robert F . 
Daley of the Massachusetts Foundation . Through t hes e and 
many other personal contacts I was able not only to 
secure authentic data concerning the debt and the 
major assets which are being provided by it but also to 
discern the considered judgment of the representatives 
of the financial co~nunity , administrative agencies , 
taxpayers and industry . For guidance and encouragement 
xiii 
I am grateful to Professor Everett J . Burtt,Jr. , Chairman 
of t he Department of Economics of the Graduate School of 
Boston University , and Mr . Van Dyke Burhans, Jr. pf the 
Economics Department of the College of Business Adminis -
tration of Boston University . 
April 22, 1957 
PART I 
THE NATURE OF THE DEBT 
THE GROWTH OF THE DEBT AND A COMPARISON OF THE DEBT WITH 
THE DEBTS OF OTHER STATES 
In this chapter we shall, first, trace the broad 
outlines of the debt policy of Massachusetts from early 
colonial days to the present and, second, compare the debt 
of Massachusetts with that of other states. In examining 
the debt history of Massachusetts we shall attempt to show 
from the record that the Commonwealth has traditionally taken 
aggressive measures to meet the requirements of the times 
through outlays financed by debt, has established a recor d of 
financial responsibility by meeting its obligations even under 
difficult conditions, and has reduced its debt when circum-
stances called for contraction. 
We shall show that Massachusetts was a heavy borrower 
prior to World War I, paid off a large portion of its debt in 
the period through World War II, and has in the years 1945-1957 
increased its indebtedness from about fifteen million dollars 
to more than a billion dollars. 
In the second part of the chapter we shall make some 
comparisons of the Massachusetts debt with the debts of other 
states and shall show that Massachusetts, as of June 30, 1955 
ranked fifth among the states in size of debt and second in 
per capita debt. We shall rela te per capita debt to per 
capita income and per capita taxes, and attempt to show t hat 
Massachusetts is financ i a l ly better able to support a debt-
financed modernization prog ram than is the average state. 
The Growth of the Debt 
From early colonial days Massachusetts has been a leader 
among the states in the creation and management of public debt. 
It set a precedent in 1690, when it issued 7,000 pounds of 
bills of credit to pay soldiers who had returned from an un-
successful expedition agains t Quebec. By 1703 other colonies 
followed sui t. Then Massachusetts began to issue bills for 
both emergency and ordinary expenditures and to postpone levy 
of taxes for retirement of her bills. Tax collections fell 
several years behind and paper money depreciated. To help 
offset this trend, the Colony offered to accept bills in payment 
of taxes at a premium. All the colonies were having their 
monetary problems. 
Then came an opportunity which Massachusetts seized to 
establish her reputation for responsibility. England had 
shipped to the colony 175, 240 pounds in silver to help defray 
expenses in waging King George's War. In 1749 Massachusetts 
voted to devote the entire amount toward retiring its bills, 
1 
and to levy taxes to retire the balance. 
1Benjamin u. Ratchford, American State Debts (Durham, 
N.C.: Duke University Press, 1941) p. 16. 
3 
By the outbreak of the Revolution Massachusetts had 
retired all its paper money, and its obligations were valued 
at par. Expenditures for the prosecution of the war brought 
2 
the debt to about $5,000,000 . Of this, $4 ,000,000 was 
assumed by the newly created Federal Government, and the 
balance was soon retired. 
From 1789 to 1837 the Commonwealth operated on a pay-
as- you- go basis, except for some short-term borrowing during 
the War of 1812. 
The advent of the railroad induced Massachusetts to 
renew a debt policy, this time for transportation instead of 
war, and by 1860 the debt had grown to about $7,000.000. This 
compared with total debt of all States of $257,000.000. 3 During 
and after the War-Between-The- States Massachusetts established 
a reputation for financial integrity more firmly than ever, a 
reputation which has endured for almost a century. While all 
27 Northern states combined were expending some 300,000,000 
at the state and local levels in the war effort, Massachusetts 
spent $51,000,000.4 Of this it raised two-thirds by taxation 
and $17,000,0005 by borrowing, and, alone with Californi a, 
maintained specie payments of interest on its bonds.6 
Massachusetts again took the lead in 1894 by being the 
first state to issue highway bonds, in the amount of $340,000. 7 
2 Ibid., P• 45. 
5Ibid . , p. 136 
3Ibid., P• 127. 
6 Ibid., P • 140 
4Ibid., p. 139 
7Ibid., P • 255. 
4 
It had also incurred a contingent debt in 1888 for the con-
struction of grade crossings, a water system, parks and 
sewers for the Metropolitan District . By the time of the 
. 
entry of the United States into World War I, the Commonwealth's 
bonds for highway construction totalled $9,597,250 and the 
contingent debt aggregated $76,110,954. Massachusetts now led 
all states in per- capita debt , $23.52 as compared with $4 .59 
for the average . 
The relation of the Massachusetts debt to that of all 
states during the period from the Civil War to World war I 
is shown ' in Table I. 
TABLE I 
NET DEBT 1870- 19168 
(In thousands of do l lars) 
1870 1880 1890 1902 1912 1916 
Massachusetts 28,271 20 , 785 7,267 65,964 79,551 86,043 
All States 355,537 297 , 242 228,999 249,411 354,942 465,139 
A marked reversal of debt trend occurred during the interval 
between the two World Wars. Massachusetts reduced its debt during 
the period 1922 to 1937 from about $76,000,000 to about $23,000,000, 
while the total for all .states almost tripled. In relation to 
the total debt of all states the debt of Massachuestts fell from 
8 
Ibid. , p. 254. 
5 
about 9 per cent to less than 1 per cent. Meanwhile its per 
capita debt declined from $19.12 to $5.15, in contrast to per 
capita debt of all states, which rose from $8.12 to $18.90. 
This is shown in Tables II and III. 
Massachusetts 
All States 
Massachusetts 
All states 
TABLE II 
NET DEBT9 
(In thousands of dollars) 
1927 
22,103 
1922 
$75,968 
879,076 1,444,927 
TABLE III 
PER CAPITA DEBT9 
1922 1927 
$19.12 $5 . 21 
8.12 12.32 
1931 
17,266 
1,976,844 
1931 
$4.04 
16.04 
1937 
22,772 
1937 
$5.15 
18.90 
From 1919 through 1938 Massachusetts incurred only $500,000 
of debt for highway construction, while the 48 states borrowed 
10 $2,269,965,000 for building roads and bridges . By 1938 the 
Massachusetts total net debt for roads and bridges had been 
reduced to $37,000. On the outbreak of World War II materials 
9Ibid., p . 276 10Ibid., p. 303. 
6 
were diverted to war use, and a stimulated economy enabled 
the Commonwealth to reduce its indebtedness still further. 
However, a backlog of capital needs had accumulated and a 
program of postwar capital expansion was launched, to be 
financed largely by issue of bonds. 
From June 30, 1944 to June 30, 1956 t he Net Direct Debt 
of the Commonwealth rose from $6 , 541,615.27 to $528,364,297.26 
and the total authorized and outstanding debt increased from 
$14,741,615 .27 to $830,486,193.60. Subsequently $200,000,000 
more debt has been authorized for highway construct i on, and 
$26,014 , 000 for capital outlay, bringing t he total to well 
11 
over one billion dollars. 
This post-war rise in debt is shown in Table IV and 
illustrated in Chart I . 
11 Figures supplied by the Massachusetts Federation of 
Taxpayers, Research Department, December 21, 1956. 
7 
TABLE IV 
I 
DIRECT DEBT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Authorized Unissued and Outstanding 
as of June 30 
1944-19.56 
Total 
Bonds & Net Direct Authorized 
Notes Debt Unissued and 
Fiscal Year Unissued as of 6/_30 Outstanding 6/30 
1944 $ 8,200,000.00 $ 6,.541,61.5.27 $ 14,741,61.5.27 
194.5 23,200,000.00 4,.593,77.5-77 27,793,77.5-77 
1946 1.58,.5oo,ooo.oo 22,92.5,852.11 181,425,852.11 
1947 114,200,000.00 118,643,858.63 232,843,8.58.63 
1948 62,800,000.00 116,.586,008.41 179,386,008.41 
1949 147,000,000.00 129,212,037-07 276,212,037-07 
1950 164,095,000.00 13.5,726,.52.5.18 299,821,525.18 
19.51 190,920,000.00 202 ,.596 ,6.59.85 393,516,6.59.85 
1952 126,623,000.00 263,717,279- 85 390,340,279. 85 
1953 381,810,000.00 270,786,773.02 652,.596,773.02 
19.54 476,251,346.30 341,700,738.02 803,952,084.32 
19.55 349,219,218.07 426,08.5,72.5.64 775,304,943-73 
1956 302,121,896.34 528,364,297.26 830,486,193.60 
1957 528,68.5,896.34 (end of 1956 session) 
Note : These figures were provided by the Massachusetts Federation 
of Ta~payers Associations, Research Department, December 28, 19.56, 
and were verified by the Massachusett s Stat~ : Bud'ge~~ ·.otf'fce ) . 
February 7, 19.57. 
8 
Many of the states are limited in their power to borrow 
by provisions in their state constitutions. In Massachusetts, 
however, a two-thirds vote of each house is all that is 
12 
required. Professor Benjamin Ulysses Ratchford of Duke 
University, in his comprehensive book on American State Debts 
published in 1941 comments that Massachusetts has "shown the 
ability to exercise the borrowing power wisely" and that there 
is no reason to recommend that this pov.rer be curbed "at the 
present time.nl3 He goes on to observe that "some states, 
such as Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts and Vermont, do 
not now have limitations and apparently do not need them, since 
over the past one hundred years or more their legislatures 
have shown that they can exercise the borrowing pov1er with 
14 discretion." This observation by Professor Ratchford should 
be borne in mind when we analyze the ability of Massachusetts to 
meet its current obligations. 
We have seen that Massachusetts has a record of more than 
two centuries in which it has adapted its debt policy to the 
needs of the times, both in war and peace, and that it has 
established a reputation for responsibility. 
Now we shall see how Massachusetts compar es today with 
other states in size of its debt. 
12 Report of Massachusetts Fiscal Survey Commission, 1954. 
l3Benjamin U. Ratchford, American State Debts (Durham, 
N.C.: Duke University Press, 1941) p . 445 . 
14 Ibid. , p. 59 2. 
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CHARI_ NO . I 
DIRECT DEBT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSEtTS 
(authorized unissued and outstanding) 
as of June 30, 1944-1956 
Debt 
Authoriz ed 
Unl•sued 
Net Direct Debt 
Outstanding 
1944 1945 194 6 1947 1948 1949 19 ) 0 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
Authorized since 
June 30, 1956 
Figures supplied by Massachusetts Federationof Taxpayers Associations, Inc. 
..0 
10 
Comparison of the Debt with the Debts of Other States 
How does Massachusetts stand relative to other states 
in the size and burden of its debt? The stark figures themselves 
are not too meaningful, as no two states are exactly alike in 
their methods of meeting their obligations. In particular, the 
methods of financing education vary greatly . However, debt is 
debt, and it is of some significance that, as of June 30, 1955, 
Massachusetts ranked fifth in size of total debt and second in 
per capita debt. 
The trend of debt, as between Federal, State and Local 
governments since the turn of the century,is shown in Table v. 
TABLE V 
TOTAL GOVERNMENT DEBT OUTSTANDINGl5 
(Millions of dollars) 
Year Total Federal State Local 
1902 3,333 1,178 230 1,925 
1922 33,187 22,963 1,131 9,093 
1932 38,999 19,487 2,832 16,680 
1942 92,158 72,422 3,257 16,479 
1946 285,339 269,442 2,353 13,56~ 
1952 289,205 259,105 6,87~ 23,22 
1955 318,641 274,374 11,19 33,069 
15 
The Tax Foundation, New York, Facts and Fiflures on 
Government Finances. Ninth Edition, 1956-57, p. 18 • 
11 
As of June 30, 1955, the uses for which state debt had 
been incurred are shown in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
16 USES OF STATE DEBTS 
(In thousands of dollars) 
Highways 
State toll facilities 
Other 
Education 
State institutions of 
higher learning 
Other 
Veterans' Bonuses 
Health & hospitals 
All other 
Total (long-term debt) 
All States 
$3,995.730 
1,841,662 
492,230 
903,336 
1,363,130 
177,821 
2,176,368 
10,950,277 
The relative figures for the ten sta tes with the largest 
debt at the end of fiscal ye ars 1942, 1946, and 1955 are shown 
in Table VII. It is seen that, in comparison with the states 
with which it is competing for industry, Massachusetts in 1955 
had a lower debt than New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, 
but a higher debt than Michigan and Connecticut. 
16 b. 196 I ld., p . • 
12 
TABLE VII 
TEN STATES WITH LARGEST DEBTSl7 
(Authorized and Outstanding in thousands of dollars) 
Total debt 
state 
3,256,680 
725,311 
290,644 
218,241 
All States 
Nev-r York 
Pennsylvania 
California 
New Jersey 
Massachusetts 
Mi chigan 
Ohio 
Maryland 
Connecticut 
Indiana 
106,143 
111,187 
44,248 
7, 008 
52,452 
30,213 
7,960 
1946 
2,352,822 
563,149 
125,629 
169,864 
63,796 
83,967 
23,106 
3,708 
34,563 
22,835 
7,210 
Per capita 
1955 
11,197,998 
1,534,978 
1,203,299 
860,302 
857,339 
824,233 
518,283 
497,445 
461,597 
361,245 
320,653 
1942 
24.47 
55.78 
29.95 
28.21 
24.70 
24 .55 
7·97 
1.01 
26.25 
16.86 
2.27 
1946 1955 
16.91 68.51 
42.03 95.81 
12.73 110.41 
17.77 66.38 
14.20 161.03 
18.68 172.69 
3.93 70-75 
-49 55.61 
15.61 168.22 
11.98 164.20 
1.95 74.07 
At the end of fiscal year 1955 the ten states with the 
largest per capita debt are shown in Table VIII. Here we see 
that Massachusetts ranks second, exceeded only by Delaware. The 
burden per capita is heavier than in any of the competing states 
of Connecticut, New York, New Jersey , Pennsylvania and Michigan . 
TABLE VIII 
TEN STATES WITH LARGEST PER CAPITA DEBT18 
(as of June 30, 1955) 
1. De laware 
2. Massachusetts 
3. l"laryland 
4· Connecticut 
5. New Jersey 
6. We st Virginia 
7. Maine 
8 . Pennsylvania 
9 . Oregon 
10. New York 
17 Ibid., p . 193. 
$328.12 
172.69 
168.22 
164.20 
161.03 
141.59 
129.18 
110.41 
105.50 
95 . 81 
18~., p. 193. 
13 
Summary and Conc l usion 
Certain pertinent facts will be seen by analyzing 
Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII , particularly for t he period 
since World War II on which we are focusing our attention. 
1) From 1946 t hr ough 1955 t he federa l debt ro s e s l i ghtly 
less than 2 per cent (from $269 bi llion to $274 billion) . 
During that p eriod local debt more than doubled, r i sing from 
$12 billion to $33 billion. But state debt rose by almost 
500 per cent, increasing from $2 billion to $11 bi l lion. 
2) The reas ons for these variations are f airly obvious. 
The bulk of federal debt was incurred for prosecution of war, and 
no major war occurred du ring that period. Local debt is 
required for purposes such as education and roads, which were 
necessarily neglected during the years 1930-1945· 
3) About 53 per cent of all state debt, as seen in 
Table VI, was devoted to highway construction, neglected during 
the depression of the 1930's and World War II, but essential 
to economic growth. In comparison, Massachusetts is presently 
devoting about 66 per cent of its debt to highways, 25 per cent 
more than the average. 
4) For the states as a whole, 13 per cent of debt has 
been incurred f or veterans' bonuses (about $1 . 4 bi llion of 
$11 bi l lion), whereas Massachusetts has devoted about 7 per cent 
of its debt to the veterans (about $70 mill ion of $1 billion), 
about 50 per cent less than the average. 
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5) The position of Massachusetts as fifth in size of 
deb~, as shown in Table VII, is less significant than its 
position as second in per capita debt, as sho~m in Table VIII. 
6) However, this in turn must be related to per capita 
income, and it will be shown later t hat in per capita income 
Massachusett s is not only 11 per cent above the national 
average but is also advancing faster than competitive states. 
7) If we now combine these facts with the fact that the 
per cap ita taxes ' of the Commonwealth in 1950 were $77.21, or 
5 per cent below the national average, we see that, in per-
spective, Massachusetts is better able financially to support a 
program of modernization than the average state . 
CHAPTER II 
TYPES OF DEBT 
In this chapter we shall attempt to make clear the 
various principal types of debt under consideration. These 
must be differentiated in order to understand their origin, 
their purposes, and t he impact of the various types on the 
various groups of taxpayers . In order to clarify the 
meaning of the ter.m debt as used in this thesis, we shall 
consider the following categories of state debt liability: 
1) Net Direct Debt Outstanding 
2) Direct Debt Authorized but Unissued 
3) Contingent Debt 4) Contingent Liabilities 
5) Debt of Independent Authorities, involving 
no legal liability of the Commonwealth 
It will also be necessary to distinguish that part 
of the debt to be shifted from the state to other agencies. 
We shall outline the prospect of debt reduction, through 
the newly created Massachusetts Port Authority, and indicate 
how its program of modernization and expansion will make 
these reductions possible . We shall also show how the 
independent Massachusetts Turnpike Authority has financed 
the new East-West Toll Road without liability to the state. 
We shall conclude with an estimated debt of slightly 
over one billion dollars as constituting the subject of 
our analysis. 
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. The Source of Power 
The Constitution of Massachusetts provides in 
Article LXII, Section ·l-3, that the Legislature may borrow 
without limit by a two-thirds vote of each h ouse. The 
taxes wh ich may be levied for bond retirement and service 
. 1 
are also not limited . 
Two Major Divisions of t he Debt 
The debt is comprised of two divisions . The first 
is t he Direct Debt, which is an obligation incurred for 
the benefit of and paid by the entire Commonwealth . The 
second is the Contingent Debt, which, while a direct obli-
gation of the Commonwealth , has been incurred for t he 
benefit of 43 towns and cities in the vicinity of and 
including Boston, called the Metropolitan District . The 
interest and ret i rement of principal are met from annual 
assessments levied on the towns and cities of th~ District. 
In addition to these obligations, the Commonwealth 
has a contingent liability t hrough having guaranteed notes 
and bonds of town and city housing authorities in the 
amount of $182,962,000 as of June 30 , 1956. 
1Massachusetts Fiscal Survey Commission, Outline of 
General Le islation in Respect to the State Debt of Massachusetts, 
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The debt as of June 30, 1956 stood as follows: 2 
Net direct debt $528,364,297 
Net contingent debt 121,623,523 
Total net debt $649 , 987 ,820 
In addition there were notes and bonds authorized 
but unissued aggregating $302,191, 896 . 
Since then, in September 1956, an additional $200,000,000 
of highway bonds have been authorized, the proceeds of which 
are scheduled to meet two-thirds of the cost of an additional 
highway program , the extra $100,000,000 to be paid ultimately 
with Federal funds. 
Together with $26,041,000 additional authorization 
for capital outlay since June 30, 1956, this brings the 
amount to which the Commonwealth is committed to $1 ,178,193,716, 
in addition to which there is the contingent liability 
mentioned previously. 
Massachusetts Port Authority 
In June 1956 the Legislature, through Chapter 465 of 
the Acts of 1956, created the Massachusetts Port Authority, 
which will take over the financ i ng and operation of the Port 
of Boston, Logan and Bedford Airports, the Mystic River 
Bridge, the Sumner Tunnel and a second vehicular crossing to 
East Boston. To accomplish these purposes it is planning to 
2 
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers, Dec . 21, 1956. 
sell about $110,000,000 worth of bonds in the s pring of 
1957. rt is expected that these funds will be employed 
3 
approximately as follows: 
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To assume all State bonds for Logan Airport •• $20 , 000 ,000 
To assume City of Boston bonds of 
Sumner Tunnel • . . . . . • . . • . . 
To assume bonds of Mystic River Bridge 
Authority • • . • • . . . • . . . 
For Capital Outlay 
Erection of new buildings and 
facilities for advancement of 
freight and passenger service 
at Logan Airport • • • • . 
Creating a second crossing to 
East Boston • • • • . • . • 
New dock facilities at Boston ••• 
15,000,000 
24,000 ,000 
10,000 , 000 
. • • 37,000 ,000 
4 ,000 ,000 
The old Port of Boston Authority will be abolished . 
The new Authority will not assume its bonds (about $17, 000,000 ) , 
but will service them for interest and ret i rement. Any 
income above operat i ng costs will be applied a ga i nst t he 
purchase price and will be paid to the Commonwealth. 
The Mystic River Bridge Authority was not underwritten 
by t he Commonwealth , and the Sumner Tunnel will be purchased 
from the City of Boston, so that neither of these moves will 
alter the State debt. However, the assumption of the Airport 
3Figures supplied by Massachusetts Federation of 
Taxpayers, w. Rea Long , legislative consultant, Dec ember 
27, 1956. 
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bonds will immediately reduce the state debt by about 
$20,000,000 and t he program for the Port of Boston should 
relieve the Commonwealth of debt service charges on the Port 
debt of about $17,000,000. If the Massachusetts Port 
Authority does not earn sufficient amounts to cover these 
charges in any year, however, the burden will revert to 
the state. 
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority 
This organization is operated independently and its 
obligations are not underwritten by the Commonwealth. On 
May 4, 1954 it sold an issue of $239, 000, 000. It is now 
estimated that the pro ~ct will be completed for $221,000,000. 4 
The East-West toll road is scheduled for opening in the spring 
of 1957 and, as indicated, will be financed by tolls inde-
pendently of the state budget. 
It will be seen from the foregoing figures t hat t he 
aggregate amount to which the Commonwealth might be considered 
committed is: 
Total .••.•.......• $1,178,193,716 
Less Logan Airport bonds • • . 
Less prospective retirement 
eventually of Port of Boston 
bonds out of Massachusetts ~ort 
20,000,000 
$1,158,193,716 
Autho r ity earnings .......• 17,000,000 
$1,141,193,716 
4Final Quart erly Report of the Massachusetts Turnpike 
Authority to the First National Bank of Bos ton as Trustee, 
Status of Funds as of Dec. 31, 1956. 
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If we now take into consideration the fact that t he 
contingent debt is fully serviced by assessments on the 
towns and cities in the Metropolitan District , we may 
deduct the contingent debt from the total debt in order 
to arrive at the total which must be serviced from State 
revenues . Therefore we subtract $121, 623,523 which leaves 
a total of $1,019 , 570,193 . 
This is the debt of the Commonwealth which is the 
subject of our analysis . 
CHAPTER III 
THE ST RUC TURE AND SERVICING OF THE DEBT 
In the preceding chapter we identified t he debt which 
is the subj ect of this analysis as aggregat i ng $1, 019,570 ,193, 
this being t h e direct debt issued- outstanding and authorized 
but unissued which must be supported by state tax revenues. 
The structure can be analyzed under three general categories, 
each supported from its own f und : 
1 . The h i ghway debt of approximately ~668 , 250, 000 , 
f inanced from the Highway Fund 
2 . The veterans' debt of approximately $72 , 780 , ono , 
financed from the Vet erans Fund 
3 · All othe r direct debt , aggregat i ng approxi -
mately $27 8,543, 000, f inanced from t he 
General Fund . 
I . HIGHWAY DEBT SERVICED THROUGH THE HIGHWAY FUND 
About two - t hirds of the debt is Highway Debt , roughly 
$668 , 250,000 . This is serv i ced through the Highway Fund . 
Pas t legislatures in incurring t he highway debt have spaced 
maturities evenly ove r t he years . This means that t he burden 
of meet ing interest and retirement will be evenly distributed . 
Interest and retirement re quirements are paid from the 
Highway Fund of the State , financed princ ipally by a gasoline 
tax of five cents a gallon , whi ch will be increased to five 
and one - half cents on J uly 1 , 1957 · Gross revenue from this 
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source amounted to $60,117 , 825 for the fiscal year ended 
June 30 , 1956 , which is triple the requirement of $19 , 484,577 
for servicing the Highway Debt . The provisions of t h is 
gasoline tax require that its proceeds be used for highway 
purposes and specifically forbid its diversion for any other 
purpose . Furthermore , the legislation authorizing the most 
recent bond issue (Chapter 718 of t h e Acts of 1956) provides 
that two and one-half cents per gallon from the gasoline 
tax be used , so far as is available and/or necessary, for 
the payment of interest and retirement of the bond issue . 
Table IX sho v-rs year by year vJhat t hese future require-
ments are estimated to be , based on debt outstanding and 
authorized as of January 1 , 1956 . The same figures are 
shown graphically on Chart 2 . It will be seen that these 
estimates for servicing reach a peak of slight l y mor e t h an 
$31 , 500 1 000 in 1959 and diminish at a fairly even rate until 
1979 , when this portion of the debt will have been retired . 
Since January 1, 1956 , however , some $200 , 000 , 000 
more highwsw debt has been authorized , which will enlarge 
these estimates in accordance with the schedule of maturities . 
II . VETER.t\NS 1 DEBT SERVI CED THROUGH THE VETERANS 1 FUND 
A total of $72 , 780 , 000 debt has been incurred and 
authorized for payment of veterans' bonuses , amounting to 
about 7 per cent of total debt. This portion of the debt 
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ANNUAL REVENUE REQUIRED TO PAY DEBT NEXT TWENTY-FIVE YEARS 
Estimated Future Annual Requirements - Based on Debt Outstanding ancl Authorized 
January l , 1956 
Prin cipal 
General Fund Highu:ay Fund Veuran~· Fun d Totals and 
Principal Interest l'rinripal Interes t Prin cipal !ntPTest Principal ln terest Int erest 
11J:i7 $13,8+1,000 3.064,81 3 $19,150,000 $7,62 ~.900 $6.120,000 $1.31.'>,380 $39,71 1 .000 $12,065,093 $51,716,093 
i958 16,622,500 4,36.3.0:!6 21,500,000 8,8·1.3,700 6,720.000 1.:1:30,560 44,812,:>00 11,437,286 59,279,786 
19:)9 18,147,500 4,370,190 22.500,000 9,010,000 6.720,000 1.085,740 47.367 .:00 1-1,466.530 61,83+,030 
1960 18,147,500 4.014,625 22.500,000 8.588,800 6.720.000 9l0,920 47.367,:>00 13,514.345 60,911,845 
1961 18.097.500 3,6595 ~:; 22,SOO.OOO 8.167.600 6.i20,000 796.100 47.3 17 .:>00 ] 2,623.245 59,940,745 
1%2 18,072500 3.30.->.:lOfi :!L:iOO.OOO I. 7 I :,,:198 t1,720.000 n51,2HO 41 .292,:100 11,67l.9M 58.964,484 
196:! 17,872.:>00 2.9 l1 , \.'),'l 22,500.000 7.279.692 6.720.000 506.160 47.092.>00 10,i27.605 57.820,105 
196 ~ 11.0n,:;oo 2.62i,<J8J 2:! .. -,oo.ooo n.831.LJ91 6.<20.000 361,6~0 -13,292 . .")00 9,815,611 53,108,114 
1l)6:i 12,672.500 2,329. 11 ~ 2:!500.000 6.3B 1.291 tl./20.000 216,820 41,8<J2.:i00 8,930,228\ 50,822,728 
1966 9.0/0.SOO 2.00 \.~ .;(i 2:!.)00.000 5.Y31>.605 l. :)OO.llOO 72,000 :l6 .o7o .. ;oo 8,073,361 44,1-1.3,861 
1967 8,070.500 l.86:i,!J.') l 2:.'.SOO.OOO 5.4!18.899 .'lO,."i/0.500 7,35 1.853 :n.925.353 
191>!! 7,620.SOO 1,6 78.6.i .1 :!2..')00.000 S.O:!IJ./00 30.l~O.:i00 6.718.35:1 36.838.853 
1909 7,620.SOO l.\99.901 22.:)00.000 \..'i!l \.000 30.120500 6,083.901 36,204,401 
1970 7,620 .. ')00 1321.1SO 22,2.')0.000 4.011!!,.100 29.HIO.:i00 5.119.1,'",() :<5.289.9:)0 
1 9~1 6.180,500 l. l 19,398 22,250.000 3,581,850 2!!, l:!O .. -,oo 1.731,21?, J3. 16l,748 
1 9~1 6,172,500 'J97,:ll9 22.2.~,o .ooo :l.O~I.WO 2!!. ~22, .')00 l,OM.<1 <) .~ 2.191.219 
l<J;:l 6,172,500 HIS .. 13 1 22.2.-,o.ooo 2.:iSi'.lJSO 2!!. 1:22500 :l ,40:~.281 31,825,<81 
19/l 6,117.500 fi9:l.89 1 22.2SO.OOO 2,032.000 28,:!1> 1.:100 2,7~S.R91 31.()1)3,39 1 
19/:i 6,107.SOO :>JJ,106 2:?.2.')0 .000 1. 1-1 .3,5:)0 28,1:i7.:i00 1,9H6,6:J6 30,3~~.!.'i6 
1976 6.107,500 3\!2. 11 9 22.2.)0,000 89:.'.600 28 .. '\')7 .. 100 1.28:i.O 19 29.6 l25 19 
1977 +.06:.'..')0() 217. lRI 17 .. 1:>0.000 :!02.:i00 2H12.SOO 6W,9B1 22.062,+81 
1978 1.61>2.'100 J.; 1 .. ; ~. 1 7.000.000 !1/,SOO ll.66~.:il)() 212.0-1 l !! .90 l.:i 'l 
1979 262.500 !.30.1lll 2b2.:i00 1.10.1lH .l'l2.9ll1 
1980 26:2.:i00 12:1,919 20:.'.->0IJ 12:l.919 :~1\6,+19 
19!ll 262,500 117,356 262500 ll7 .:lS6 379.856 
Compiled by the .~lassachusetts Federation of Taxpa yers. 
is managed through the veterans' Fund and calls for peak 
payment of interest and retirement in 1957 of about 
$8,000,000 and annual maturities of $6,720 , 000 through 
1965 . vli th final maturity of .~4 , 500 , 000 in 1966 the 
Veterans' debt is scheduled for final retirement . 
III. OTHER DEBT, SERVI CED T ROUGH THE GENERAL FUND 
2!4 
All other debt, comprising about $278,543,000 , is 
serviced through the General Fund . It is t h is 27 per cent 
of the total debt that is the principal cause of app rehension 
among those charged with debt management . The bunching of 
these maturities in the coming ten years, coupled with the 
simultaneous bunching of bond maturities of the Veterans' 
debt , presents the legislature and the administration with 
the problem of raising betvJeen $22 , 000 , 000 and $30 , 000 , 000 
annually from 1957 through 1965 . 
Referring to Table IX , it will be seen that the 
schedules for Veterans' and General Funds, added to the 
Highway schedule , amount to more than $61 , 000 , 000 for 1959 . 
Requirements for the Highway Fund are shown on 
Chart 2 . Slmilar requirements for the c ombined Veterans' 
and Genera l Fund are shown on Chart 3. Requirements for 
servicing all three funds together from 1957 through 1980 are 
shown on Chart 4. 
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Again we need to be reminded that these figures do 
not include the $200 ,000 ,000 additional highway debt 
authorized in September 1956, nor do they include future 
borrowings . 
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With each year of debt reti rement the burden for 
interest will lighten, provided the peak of debt incurrence 
has been reached. This is possible, in view of the recently 
developed Federal program of aid toward interstate highway 
construction up to 90 per cent of total cost. 
Meanwhile other steps have been tak en. Bonds of the 
Commonwealth are being issued in series, with final maturity 
dates extended for as much as 30 years. And of significance 
is the fact that an official group of experienced financial 
executives is now assigned the task of supervising the 
management of the debt , under the terms of Chapter 708 of 
the Acts of 1956. This is the Massachusetts Finance Advisory 
Board, the function of which will be discussed in Part II. 
Summary and Conclusion 
In Part I we h ave outlined the nature of the debt , we 
have traced its record from pre - Revolutionary days down to 
the present , and have demonstrated that Massachusetts has 
traditionally adapted its fiscal policy to the particular needs 
of the era . It has incurred debt for the support of war 
efforts when necessary, for transportation and other peace-time 
capital needs when advisable, and traditionally has met 
its obligations. 
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During the post- World War II period the debt has 
risen from about fifteen million dollars in 1944 to more 
than a billion dollars in 1956. Comparing the present debt 
of Massachusetts with the debts of ot her states, we find 
that it ranks fifth in size and second in dollars per 
capita. 
Two-thirds of the debt is for highway construction , 
25 per cent more than the average of other states, and only 
7 per cent for veterans' bonuses, 50 per cent less than the 
average of other states. As highways are essential to the 
growth of industry, these ratios are important to keep 
in mind when we analyze in Part II the purposes for which 
the debt was incurred and the competitive pressures . It 
is also indicated that Massachusetts is better able t o 
support its debt than the average state. 
In analyzing the types of debt of whiCh the liabilities 
of the state are comprised, we have distinguished between 
direct debt, contingent debt, contingent liabilities and the 
debts of authoriti e s which are not an obl igation of the 
Commonwealth. Through ~his clarification we have specified 
the direct debt of a pproximately one billion dollars a s being 
the subject of this analysis. 
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Bunching of maturities in the 1960's will pose a 
problem, but this concerns ch iefly only one - third of the 
deb t, since two- thirds , comprising the highway debt , can 
be considered self- servicing through the gasoline tax . 
PART II 
APPRAISAL OF THE DEBT 
CHAPTER IV 
ADHINISTRATION OF THE DEBT 
In this chapter we shall analyze the administration 
of the debt of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and shall 
see how it has conformed or failed to conform to the principles 
of "careful and intelligent" administration laid down by 
Professor Ratchford in his chapter on "Administration of State 
1 
Debts . 11 We shal l note how failure to adhere to such principles 
has been the chief cause of difficulties in the state borrowing 
generally . 
We shall next consider some of the criticisms of 
Massachuse tts debt policy t hat men of experience have voiced 
in recent year s because of the failure to fo llo111T such sound 
principles . 
We shall then note that t he Commonwealth has sought 
to improve the administration of the debt by the creation of 
a r1assachus etts Financ e Advisory Board. This board has t he 
responsibility of surveying the debt requirements of the 
Commonwealth quarterly and suggesting imp rovements in its 
management and administration . 
1Benjamin u. Ratchford , American State Debts (Durham, 
N.C . : Duke University Press , 1941) pp . 578-9. 
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Finally we shall review the down-grading of Massachusetts 
bonds by Moody's Investors Service , analyze what it implies , 
and suggest that po l ic ies and practices wh ich will warrant t he 
restoration of first rank to the bonds of the Commonwealth 
depend upon a return to these sound principles . 
Guiding Principles for Debt Administration 
How should a state proceed in a program of borrowing? 
How should the cost of capital outlays be s pread over the 
years? What is required for succe ssful debt service? What 
are the basic principles that may be used as a guide in debt 
administration? 
The answers to these questions are provided by Professor 
Benjamin U. Ratchford in his chapter on "Administration of 
State Debts . " 2 The following quotations comprise the essential 
principles which he lays down: 
1) Formulate Objectives 
Careful and intelligent administration would have 
eliminated most , if not all , of the troubles which have 
attended state borrowing in the past . Befo re embarking 
upon a program of heavy borrowing a state should consider 
carefully the objective which it hopes to acc omplish, in 
the long run , by credit operations . f robably the un-
formulated objective which ·mos t states have aimed at in 
the past was to s p read the cost of heavy capital outlays over 
a period of years , but their practice ha s not always been 
consistent with such an objective . 
2 
Ibid ., pp . 578-9 . 
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2) Schedule Requirements 
The successful administration of debt service 
requires only the preparation of a complete and detailed 
schedule of requirements and the incorporation of the 
proper amounts into the budgets at the proper times. 
3) Limit Short-Term Borrowing 
A limited amount of s hort - term borrowing is 
necessary, to allow fiscal freedom of action, to keep 
the state's machinery from being halted in eme r gencies, and 
to provide flexibility in a program of long-term borrowing , 
but the practice must be restricted to avoid trouble and 
abuse . 
4) Use Common Sense 
Successful debt administration consists principally 
in the consistent , impartial , intelligent and honest 
application of common- sense principles .. •. In many instances 
the necessity of observing sound pr inciples must be 
'sold ' to legislators and voters . In the final analysis 
the greatest hope for improvement in the field of state 
borrowing lies in the possibility of improved admini s-
tration. 
Criticisms of State Fiscal Policy 
How has Massachusetts' debt policy conformed to these 
principles? Very little . Objectives have not been clearly 
defined , maturities have been allowed to bunch up , as explained 
in Chapter III, no al lowance is made for bond-anticipation 
notes, and considerable lack of common sense has been indi cated, 
as shown by the practice of borrowing for payment of ordinary 
repairs . 
On January 1 , 1953 the Massachusetts Federation of 
Taxpayers Association published a study of State fiscal policy 
in which it said: 
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The Com.monHealth of Massachusetts has no debt 
management policy . The state embarked on a huge capital 
outlay program without a sound and defensible fiscal 
policy • • • without prudent financial planning and ;,Jith 
inadequate and divided administrative planni ng control 
and supervision ••.• Millions of dollars of ordinary 
maintenance and repair projects have been financed by 
capital outlay bond issue funds . 
Prior to that , on June 1 , 1948 , the same organization 
spoke of the failure of the state to follow the f iscal practices 
it re quired of municipalities . "The Commonwealth ," it said , 
"requires cities and towns to issue straight serials . That 
seems to be a sound financial pract i ce . We see no reason for 
the CommonvJealth to depart from it in its o-vm fiscal manage -
ment . " (Since then Massachusetts has folloVJed the serial 
practice . ) 
The debt service is a "hodge - podge," wi th a flhorrible 
maturity schedule," according to Mr . Sherwin c . Badger, who , 
as will be explai n ed later , is peculiarly charged v-Ii th re -
s ponsibility for debt administrative policies in the f u t ure . 
And borrowing for maintenance and repairs is "inexcu sable , tt 
according to tJ! r . Robert s . ~leek s, Jr. , a f orraer adv i sor on 
debt policy, whose fuller opinions will be reported in the 
Appendix . 
In recent years increas i ng concern has been exp ressed 
about t he fiscal pol icy of the Commonwealth by t hose closely 
in touch with its f i nanc i al situation . In the spring of 1956 
t he Treasurer of the Commonwealth addressed an open letter to 
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Governor, the Legislature and the people, in which he said: 
From a negli gible amount in 1946, the direct and 
contingent debt of the Commonwealth has increased to over 
920 million dollars as of March 31, 1956. As a result 
of t his huge debt, one of the highest per capita debts 
in the nation, our credit rating was dropped to a double A 
last fall. 
With present commitments our combined direct and 
contingent debt wil l pass the billionmark this calendar 
year with no visible let-up in sight. It is almost a 
certainty tha t in three or four years our combined debt 
will exceed a billion and a half dollars. Concomitant 
with this, we must be prepared for a furth er drop in our 
credit rating. 
There follows a plea for a constitutional debt ceiling of 
one billion dollars. 
Failure to act on this recommendation I am afraid 
would lead to possible financial chaos and irreparably 
injure the state's credit rating wi t hin five years. 
John F . Kennedy , State Treasurer 
Corrective Action 
In 1954 a Massachusetts Fiscal Survey Commission was 
created, which in turn recomJaended the appointment of a 
board to survey debt management policy . Acting on this 
re commendation, on February 2, 1955 the Governor , in a formal 
message to the Legislature, (House No . 2382), said, 
In my inaugural address I made reference to the 
fact that the Fiscal Survey Co~~ission had recommended the 
establishment of a Board for the purpose of conducting a 
survey on debt management policies. I suggested t hat a 
written recommendation from such a board or council should 
accompany any request by the Governor to the General 
Court which had to do with te rms and conditions of public 
borrowing . The reason underlying t his suggestion rests 
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in the high desirability of bringing some semblance of 
order into our borrowing practices which , if left untended , 
may well result in financial chaos for the Commonwealth 
in the years to c ome . It is only sound common sense tha t 
we should set our house in order in this regard . 
To that end I transmit herewith legislation designed 
to establish a Debt Management Council consisting of five 
unpaid members who ~fill review our state fiscal policy 
with ·particular reference to public borrowings and advise 
the Governor and General Court thereon . " (He suggests 
t hat the Budget Commissioner be a member . ) 
••• t his legislation will result in bringing to the 
fiscal affairs of the Commonwealth greater health and 
strength . We cannot allow the high financial standing 
of the Commonwealth to bec ome gradually impaired . By 
the ado ption of a planning method applied to its fiscal 
affairs ••• Massachusetts is only pure a sing necessary 
insurance . 
Christian A. Herter 
(The Governor appointed a temporary board . An interview for 
t h is paper with one of its members , Mr . Robert S . Week s, Jr . 
will follow . ) 
I n the legislative session of 1956 the General Court 
acted on this recommendation and , under Chapter 708 of the Acts 
of 1956 , created the Massachu setts Finance Advisory Board . 
According to the terms of t he Act, 
The Board has the responsibility of surveying t he 
direct and contingent debt requirements of t he Commonwealth 
at least quarterly . It must also furnish the Governor and 
Council , the State Treasurer and t he Legislature with its 
recommendations on the overall debt pattern with respect 
to present and future maturity schedules and interest 
re quirements , the best times and methods f or mark eting 
prospective bonds and notes by the State , methods of re -
financing maturing obligations , the volume of short- term 
debt , the size of the present and prospective debt , t he 
financing of self- liquidating projects, and whether proposed 
expenditures should be financed from the sale of bonds. 
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On October 4, 1956, Governor Herter appointed the members 
of the Board. On December 27 , 1956 t his wri ter interviewed 
the Chairman , Mr . Sherwin C. Badger , a report of which inter-
view will be fo und in the Appendix . It would appear that, 
while difficult problems have accumulated over t he past ten 
years as to the aQministration of the debt , the most important 
problem of all has been solved , that of providing c ompetent 
direction along the lines of the principles enunciated by 
Professor Ratchford . 
Ratings 
One of the problems facing t he new Advisory Board is 
the fact that on November 12, 1955 , Moody's Investors ~ Service 
changed the rat i ng of Massachusetts bonds from Aaa to Aa . 
This was disturbing to those charged with financ i ng , as it 
implied the possibility of higher interest rates . Furthermore , 
Massachusetts had had an unblemished record of highest rating 
as far back as Civil War days . Moody 's gives no rea sons for 
change s in l istings . But one may get some indication of t he 
relative standi ng of the bonds of t he Commonwealth by noting 
that Moody's ratings are of nine grades , ranging from Aaa at 
the high to C at the low. There is little technical difference 
between Aaa and Aa, as will be seen by these defini tions , as 
given in Moody's Bond Guide: 
Aaa 
Bonds which are rated Aaa are judged to be of the 
bes t quality . They carry the smal lest degr ee of invest-
ment risk and are generally referred to as ' gilt edge .• 
Interest payments are prote c ted by a large or by an 
exce ptionally stable margin and principal is secure . 
While the various protective elements are likely to change, 
such changes as can be visualized are most unlikely to 
impair the fundamentally strong pos i tion of such issues . 
A a 
Bonds which are pated Aa are judged to be of high 
quality by all standards . Together with the Aaa group 
they comprise what are generally known as high grade 
bonds . They are r ated lower than t h e best bonds becau se 
marg ins of protection may not be as large as in Aaa 
securities or fluctuation of protective elements may b e 
of greater amplitude or there may be other elements present 
which make the long- term risks appear somewhat larger than 
in Aaa securities . 
Based on what this study has revealed as to past actions 
and attitudes on the part of past sessions of the General 
Court , it can be dedu ced that several considerations brought 
about the down- grading of the bonds: 
1 . the seventy- fold increase in the size of the debt 
2 . the practice of borrowing for ordinary exp9nses 
3. the lack of planning and coordinated mana gement 
Meanwhile , Standard & Poor continue to assign their top 
Rating of Al/ tofts bonds of t he Commonwealth . 
Conclusion 
In the management of t he debt certain princi ples of 
sound debt administration have not always been f o llowed . The 
fiscal program has been most criticized for the inadequa te 
scheduling of matur i ties , the use of funds for maintenance 
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and repairs, and the general lack of planning . vVhile there 
has been much evidence of forward looking planning in the in-
dividual departments, there is little evidence of coordination 
and translation of these plans into an integrated fiscal program. 
The General Court has acknowledged and tr i ed to rectify 
these mistakes by creating in 1956 at t h e request of the 
Governor a Finance Advisory Board. In making this request 
the Governor had stressed t h e need for "bring ing some semblance 
of order into our borrowing practices" to avert the possibility 
of "financial chao s . " The Legislature, in its act creating 
the Board, established broad areas of responsibility for 
advice but imposed no obliga tion on itself or the Adminis-
tration to follow such advice . There also appears to be 
lack of legal definition of authority within the Administration 
for management of the debt . In this res pect it is significant 
that the Chairman of the Finance Advisory Board raises the 
question as to whether responsibility lies with the Governor 
or the Treasurer or both . (See pages 129-131 of the Appendix 
for full text of the interview with Mr . Sherwin C. Badger . ) 
The success of the Commonwealth in meeting its 
problems of debt administration in the future will therefore 
be critically de pendent on the cooperation of the General 
Court, t he Administration and the Board . It is impossible 
to rredict how effectively the problems will be solved . All 
that can be said is that the machinery for pro per debt 
administration has been created. 
CHAPTER V 
THE IMJlACT OF THE DEBT ON TAXES 
In this chapter we shall attempt to determine what 
effect the growth of the debt has had on taxes up to this 
time, particularly on corporate taxes. We shall show that 
since 1945 debt service costs have risen from about two 
million dollars annually to about fifty million dollars . But 
we shall also point out that more t han half these annual costs 
represent servicing of the highway debt, which is provided 
for out of gasoline tax collections . We shall then show 
t hat the gasoline tax i s not excessive as compared t o that of 
neighboring states and that collections have increased per-
penny-of-tax as the tax rate i tself has increased , indicating 
that the gasoline tax is not a deterrent to automobile travel. 
We shall tabulate the totaL collections from Massachusetts 
corporation taxes shovnng a relatively stable figure for the 
past ten years . We shall conclude with an analysis of the 
burden of corporate tax which may be attributable to the s ervice 
of the debt . By clearly segregating t his portion of 1956 tax 
collections by the state from corporations we shall be able to 
appraise the wei ght of the burden on corporations caused by 
debt incurrence . 
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What effect does the growth of the debt have on taxes? 
What is the impact particularly on industry? To answer t his 
question it is necessary first to isolate the requirements f or 
servicing the debt . We find t hat since the inception of t he 
post - war expansion program in 1945 these requirements have 
multiplied almos t 27 t i mes , from ')2,048 ,405 in 1945 to 
$53,756,195 in 1958 ( est imated ) . 
TA BLE :x 
DIREC T DEBT PAYMENTS - MATURITIES A:ND INTEREST 
Fiscal Year Othe r Hi ghway 
1945 8800 811 
.r ' 
.;;1,247 ,594 
1946 1 ,771,132 567 ,033 
1947 1,940,155 16,463 
1948 2,081,586 11 , 873 
1949 4,525,242 11,.533 
1950 19 ,147, 004 8,500 
1951 21,473,771 385,658 
1952 22 , 166 ,740 9 , 230 ,733 
1953 23 , 916 ,133 11 , 832 , 645 
1954 25 , 667 ,405 14,460,151 
1955 26 , 001 , 527 15,316,515 
1956 21,601, 635 19, 434 ,577 
~:-1957 21 ,366 ,686 25,733,025 
-:~ 1958 27 ,132 ,745 26 , 623, 450 
-::-Estimated . 
(Figures s~plied by 
Hassachusetts . 12 27/ 56 .) 
the State Budget Bureau of 
Total 
~2 , 048 , 405 
2, 338,165 
1, 956 ,618 
2,093,459 
4,534 ,775 
19,157,504 
21 , 859,429 
31 , 397,473 
35,748 ,778 
40 , 127 , 556 
41 ,318,102 
41 , 086 , 212 
46 , 099 ,711 
53,756,195 
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By 1959 payments on principal and interest will exceed 
1 $60 , 000 , 000 annually . 
In further considering these requirements, ho-vJever , it 
is important to bear in mind t e record of gasol ine tax 
collections , which represent little burden on industry . These 
are s hown in Table XI . 
TABLE XI 
REVENUE FROM GASOLINE TAX COLLECTIONS IN MASSACFUSETTS2 
Year 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
Total 
$27,811 , 000 
27,910 , 000 
29,188 , 000 
46,030 , 000 
53 , 234 , 000 
55,140 , 000 
60,118 , 000 
Rate per Gallon 
3 cents 
3 cents 
4 ·3 cents (Increase 
authorized by 
Chapter 699 of 
1951) 
5 cents (Increase authorized 
by Chapter 556 of 
1952) 
5 cents 
5 cents 
5 cents 
It is interesting to note that each cent of tax yielded 
about nine million dollars when the rate was 3 cents, but that 
each cent yields about tHelve million dollars with a r ate of 
1 Massachusett s Federation of Taxpayers Associations , 
Research Department . 
~assachusetts Financial Comptroller's Reports for 
these years . 
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5 cents . It would appear t hat the added rate is no deterrent 
to the use of cars . 
On J uly 1, 1957 the rate will be increased to 5t cents . 
How do these rates c ompare vrith other r ates in New 
England? 3 As of June 1955 the relative figures are : 
Rhode Island 
New Hampshire 
Massachusetts 
Vermont 
Connecticut 
Nai ne 
4 cents 
5 ce'llts 
5 cents 
5! cents 
6 cents 
7 cents 
The revenue from gasoline tax collections is not all 
available for servicing the high1...ray debt , as 3 cents of each 
5 cents is requi r ed for maintenance , repairs and operations . 
Hov.rever , the remaining 2 cents (which will become 2i cents after 
July 1 , 1957) is specificru l y reserved for debt service . 
What has been the burden of the corpor ation tax on 
industry during the past 11 years? Table XI I s hows the amounts 
collected from corporations during t hose years . 
We now come to an analysis which is most pertinent 
to the subje ct of this paper . The question is , hot-J can vJe 
segregate from the state corporate tax burden t hat portion 
of corporate sta te taxes which may be attributed to the service 
of the state debt? Once VTe determine t his fi gure , we may 
3 
Vermont Tax Depart~ent , Tax Facts , November 1956 , 
pp . 42-3 . 
TABLE XII 
TOTAL COLLECTIONS FRQJ.\1 
MASSACHUSETTS CORPORATION TAXES 
State Fiscal 
Year 
1946 ;P44,233 , 741 
1947 44,335 , 292 
1948 67,382,891 
1949 65,516,860 
1950 61,070,587 
1951 94,270,591 
1952 87 , 360,734 
1953 73,140,385 
1954 74 , 097,884 
1955 66,804,574 
1956 76,575,962 
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(a) 
Note: The figures from 1946 through 1955 were compiled 
by the Massachusett s Federation of Taxpayers . 
The figures for 1956 are from Moody's Vol . 28 , 
page 1121, dated August 7, 1956 . 
(a) Represents more than one year 's tax due to 
legislation eliminating s plit payments . 
employ it as a reasonabl e measure of the annual cost to 
industry of the state outlays from borroviing . 
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This is not so difficult as one mi ght expect . We 
merely take the total tax revenue of t he state for t he most 
recent year ending June 30 , 1956 ($359 , 942 , 378) , and then 
note what part of it was required for service of the debt 
other than highway and note that this amounted to fp21 , 601 , 635 · 
This means that approximately 6 per cent of al l state tax 
collections was needed to cover interest and maturity payments 
of the debt serviced through the Veterans ' Fund and the Gener~ 
Fund and explained in Chapter III . 
We then find the total of state business and manu-
facturing corporate taxes for 1956 ($76 , 575 , 962) and apply 
the same 6 per cent to this total in order to determine t h e 
amount of tax required from corporations for t he service 
of the debt , and note that industry's cost of debt serv i ce 
for 1956 was $4 , 536 , 000. 
In other words , if t here had been no state debt ~vhatso­
ever in 1956 (other than highway debt which imposes no direct 
burden on industry) , the total reduction in industry ' s tax 
would have been &~4 , 536 , 000 . It is obvious that this represents 
a relatively negligible figure . 
Summary and Conclusion 
Important facts have been brought to light in t his 
chapter , which we may review as follows: 
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1) Along with the growth of the debt have risen the 
requirements for pa ying interest and ma t urities , these increasing 
from about two million dollars in 1945 to about forty- one 
million dollars in 1956 . 
2) In 1956 about one - half of t _is service c os t was for 
highway debt, provided for out of gasoline tax , leaving about 
twenty- one mill ion dollars to be paid for out of othe r revenue . 
3) Gasoline tax receipts have increased consistently 
during the past seven years , aggregating about s i xty million 
dollars in 1956 , as against debt service requirements of about 
nineteen million dollars . 
4) The gasoline tax rate of 5 c ents per gallon will be 
i ncreased to 5i cents in July 1957 , but is not out of line 
with gasoline taxes of other New England states . 
5) Total state corporate taxes in Mass a chusetts have 
been fairly stable over the past ten years . 
6) The cost of servicing the debt has imposed a relatively 
light burden on industry up to no v. This is a key to the 
justification of our hypothesis . 
CHAPTER VI 
THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF TAXES AS A FACTOR IN 
DETERMINING LO CATION OF I NDUSTRY 
In t his chapter we s hall attempt to appraise . the 
role of taxation in determining locat i on of industry . We 
shall refer to authoritative studies which conc lude t hat 
taxes are not a dominating factor in dec ision-making , but 
that t hey c an , in certai n circumstances, exert a de -· 
cisive influenc e . 
We shall see that , if a state has a reputation for 
taxing corporations severely, t his reputation c an be a 
deterrent , whether or not it is justi f ied . 
We shall note that , whi le Massachusetts is said t o 
have such a re putation , t is reput a tion may not be de-
served . 
We shall discuss an analytical study by the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Boston Hhich contends that Hassacb.usetts 
is a "high- tax" state . 
We shall suggest t hat a question of t his importance 
to the growth of industry warrants more empirical re -
search . 
We shall conclude by restating t he fact, demo n-
strated i n Chapter V, that in Massachusetts t he burden of 
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corporate tax tracable to debt , which is the subject of 
our analysis , is relative l y light . 
An authoritative study of the New England economy 
is available in the 738- page book published in 1954 by the 
Yale University Press, The Economic State of NevJ England, 
under the direction of the late Arthur A. Bright , Jr ., 
and George H. Ellis , both Directors of Research of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston . On page 645 they pose and 
answer the question , 11Do state and local taxes play a 
dominant role in the location de c isions of most business 
firms?" They say , "Our conc lusion is that they do not . 
That they are a factor in many loc a tion decisions is not 
questioned . That they are the determining factor is a 
. 1 proposition we reJect . 11 
This opinion is borne out by three successive sur-
veys made in New England and report ed in the monthly 
publications of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston . 
In the April 1949 issue a c omprehensive report is 
made as to why 106 new establishments had located in 
New England from August 1945 to June 1948 . Any summary 
mus t necessarily be inadequate , but the general finding 
was that the predominating factors in locational decision 
1 
Arthur A. Bright , Jr . and George H. Ellis , The 
Economi c State of New England (New Haven: Yale University 
Press , 1954) p . 645 . 
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were orientation to markets , to labor and to materials . 
Hovrever , a reputat ion for being a "high tax" state can sway 
the final decision . "Whi le tax c onsiderations cannot be 
considered as having played a dominant role in the loca tion 
decisions studied , they exerted an i nfluence on the location 
search of all three type s of new estab1ishraents --new firms , 
2 branch plants , and relocations . " The generally high level 
of corporate taxation in Massachusetts and in particular the 
state corporate income tax liTa s looked on vJi th disfavor . 
In the October 1953 issue3 of the Review a survey of 
New England ' s electronics industry revealed that , among 126 
reporting firms , the dominant factors in choice of location 
were the supply of l abor and the availability of res earch 
and engineering . Among the disadvantages , state and local 
taxes ranked first among Boston firms . 
A further study of the electronics industry was 
published in the April 1956 issue4 of the New England 
Business Review . Among the 44 Boston firms reporting , 
availability of workers and proximity to research organi -
zations again predominated as locational factors . No 
2Goorge H. Ellis , 11Why New Manufacturing Establish-
ments Lo cated in New England: August 1945 to June 1948 , 11 
Nonthly Review Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, 31:4 , April 
1949, PP • 1- 12 . 
3uA Survey of New England's Electronics Industry, 11 
Monthl Review Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, 36:10 , 
October 19 3, PP • 1- • 
4"0utlook Bright for Electronics Industry , 11 Ne'lil 
England Business Review, April 1956 , pp . 1- 4 . 
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Boston firm considered the area as presenting a favorable 
tax situation . 
Another study made by the Massachusetts Special 
Cornmission on Taxation in 1950 11 supports the contention 
of many groups," according to Bright and Ellis, "that 
corporate taxation in Massac husetts is higher than in most 
other competitive states . " They add that "Massachusetts 
corporate income tax rates are higher than any state in 
the nation, except Oregon . "5 
Edgar M. Hoover, in The Location of Economic Activitz, 
states that a corporate income tax "cuts into returns that 
are a necessary incentive to enterprise and can affect the 
location of business ventures if the rates are high . "6 He 
specifically refers to the "relevant discussion of the 
burdensomeness of the Massachusetts state and local tax 
structure " which had been outlined in the Harvard Business 
Review by Seymour E . Harris , Volume XXV , Spring , 1947 . 
In general it could be concluded from these findings 
that new firms locate in Massachusetts in spite of , rather 
than because of, the approach to corpor ate taxation in the 
Commonwealth . 
5Bright and Ellis , op . cit. , p . 650 . 
6Edgar M. Hoover , The Location of Economic Activity 
(New Yo r k : McGraw Hill Book Company, 1948), p . 254 . 
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However , it will be noted that surveys regarding 
comparative tax burdens frequently depend eithe r on 
opinion or on incomplete evidence . Neither the corporate 
income tax rate nor the total of taxes paid by the corpo -
ration directly to the state provides a complete and 
satisfactory basis for comparison of t he total corporate 
tax load as bebJeen stat e s . In many states separate taxes 
are levied by the state , the county , the municipality and the 
school distri ct , whereas in Massachusetts only the state and 
municipality have authority to mal~e levies . Corporation 
taxes in Massachusetts are often less t han those in other 
industrial states, when the total tax load is fully 
analyzed . 
For example, in the winter of 1953-54 a survey? of 
manufacturing corporations operating in Massachusetts 
indicated that, taking into considerat ion taxes levied at 
all levels , the total dollar impact of tax in Massachusetts 
tended to be consistently below the est imated total dollar 
impact of tax in the competitive states of Connecticut , 
Pennsylvania , New York and New Jersey . 
7
studies made by Orrin R. Brown , Tax Consultant for 
Massachusetts Department of Commerce in 1953-54· Unpublished . 
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In the light of the 1953-54 survey it would appear 
that more emp i rical evidence is needed to substantiate the 
declaration that Massachusetts is a "high-tax state" for 
corporations . 
The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston in its February 
1957 issue of New England Business Review devotes its 
leading article to The Massachusetts Case, in which it 
considers taxation in relation to economic growth in the 
Commonwealth . It poses the problem of the competitive 
disadvantages of the manufacturing economy of New England 
through lack of locally available raw materials and conse-
quently high fuel , pov.rer and transportation costs . It 
comments that Nev-1 England "cannot afford the additional man -
made handicap of tax and spending programs that are something 
less than stimulating to the growth of manufacturing 
8 
activity." HovJever, it does not analyze the Mas sac hus et t s 
program of capital expansion to determine whether or not it 
is stimulating to the growth of industry . 
It concedes that "a minimum of state and local govern-
ment services and facilities are essential to stimulate 
manufacturing growth" but t hen instead of examining these 
services and facilities it examines only the impact of the 
Massachusetts tax structure on its economic growth . One 
might agree with the conclu s ions made, that the burden of 
8
"Taxation and Economic Growth--the Massachusetts 
Case," New England Business Review, February 1957, pp . 1-5 . 
taxes on manufacturing corporations is relatively heavy 
in Massachusetts and hold with our hypothesis t hat t he 
growth of the debt has been no deterrent to the growth 
of industry, for t hese reasons: 
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1. The Federal Reserve mak es no attemp t to analyze 
the impact of the debt service i tself on c or porate taxes 
(as we have done) . 
2 . It makes no attempt to appraise the value to 
industry of the i mproved highway system which is being 
created by expenditures which comprise two- thir ds of t he 
debt . 
3. In reporting the total of state and local tax 
collections from corporations in Massachusetts as compared 
with other states in 1951 it uses a figure of percentage 
of total net investment rather than comparative actual 
dollar collections , wh ich vJere shovm as tending to be 
lower in the similar survey made in 1953-54 for t he 
Massachusetts Department of Commerce . 
With one conclusion there can be no disagreement , 
namely , that Massachu setts , to be competitive , should provide 
positive inducements to industry . Whether t hey t ake t he 
form of lower taxes or whether they should tak e the form 
of improved facilities for transporta tion of goods and 
workers , better opportuni ties for education, recreation, 
health and othe r provisions for a more attractive climate 
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for living is a matter of judgment . 
The problem facing Massachusetts, therefore, in 
its efforts to encourage growth of industry might perhaps 
lie in dispelling the reputation of being a 11high- tax 
state" f or corporations , in comparison with competitive 
states . Either it is or it is not . If it is , and if 
Massachusetts wants to encourage industry , it should lighten 
the burden of taxes on corporations . If it is not, it 
should make every effort to dispel the illusion through a 
concerted and coordinated educational program. 
In either event, the situation seems to warrant 
further analysis of the total tax load on corporations 
in Massachusetts as compared with competitive states . 
We are , however , in this analysis considering only 
the effect of the growth of the debt on the growth of 
industry . And the taxation required from corporations for 
the service of the debt imposes relatively little burden 
on industry , as demonstrated in Chapter v. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE NATURE OF THE PHYSICAL ASSETS CREATED BY THE DEBT 
Having established t he fact that t he Commontrleal th 
has increased its cornmitments of actual and potential debt 
to more than a billion dol l ars , we may ask the question , 
"What are the physical assets created by the debt?" In 
this chapter we s hall attempt to present t he nature of 
the physical assets created by the debt as comprehensively 
as ne ce ssary but wi th brevi ty sufficient to keep them in 
b~oad perspective . 
We shall , in order, review the Hi ghway Program, the 
Capital Outlay Program, the Logan Airport and Port of 
Bo ston Programs , and outlays for miscellaneous objectives 
such as flood contro l and re creational facilities . 
we shall indicate that approximately 69 per cent of 
the debt has been allocated to t he creation of productive 
assets, largely fo r trans portation facilities . We shall 
list the specific Capital Outlay authorizations for 1956 
in order to indicate t he nature of t hese proje cts, and we 
shall star t hose items which might have been paid for out 
of current revenue and estimate t hat t hey aggregate 11 per 
cent of total au t horizations to date for capital out lay and 
less than 2 per cent of total debt . 
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We shall show that both Logan Airport and the Port 
of Boston have been empl oying debt- created assets pr ofitably , 
and we shall list t he major uses for which the miscellaneous 
debt was incurred , flood control and new recreational 
fac ilities . 
As of June 30 , 1956 , the principal items of debt and 
the purposes f o·r which bond issues were authorized are s hown 
in Table XI-II. 
TABLE X!II 
PURPO SES OF MASSACHUSETTS STATE DEBT 
Estimated Gross Direct Debt 
June 30 , 1956 
Bonds 
Purpose Outstanding 
Capital outlay ~~110 , 135 , 000 
Airports 17 , 465 , 000 
Hi ghways 359 , 250 , 0 00 
Port of Boston 16 , 924 , 000(a) 
Veterans ' Bonus 64 , 980 , 000 
Miscellaneous 29 , 93l , OO O( b ) 
Total $59 8 , 685 , 000 
Bonds Authorized 
Unissued 
~~6 , 532 , 000 
300 , 000 
109 , 000 , 000 
496 , 000 
7 , 800 , 000 
36 , 760 , 000 
$220 , 888 , 000 
Total 
!jl76 , 667 , 000 
17 , 765 , 000 
46 8 , 250 , 000 
17 , 420 , 000(a) 
72 , 780 , 000 
66 , 69l , OOO(b ) 
$819 , 573 , 000 
(a) Include§ ~25 , 000 of bonds issued in 1918 for develop-
ment of the Port of Boston, payable August 1 , 1957 . 
(b ) Inc l ude s ~~4 , 218 , 000 of Sinking Fund Refinancing Bonds . 
Note : In the above table it ha s been assumed that of the 
total spending of $150 , 000 , 000 authorized in the 1954 Hi ghway 
Act , $83 , 000 , 000 will be fi nanc ed from borrowings and t h e re -
maining $67 , 000 , 000 from Federal grants . 
(Compiled by the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers 
and verified by the State Budget Bureau, February 7 , 1957 . ) 
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It will be seen in TableX[[ that the physical assets 
financed by the debt are of four general categories . 
1 . The Capital Outlay program is devoted large ly to 
construction of needed plant amo ng state- supported institu-
tions for mental heal t h , public health , correction and 
education . 
2 . The Airport bonds and the Port of Boston bonds 
represent physical addition to ai r and water transportation 
facilities . 
3· The miscel laneous items are princ ipally for flood 
control and recreational facil i ties . 
4• the major portion of the debt, approximately two -
thirds , has been incurred or authorized for the accelerated 
Highway Construction ~rogram. 
The productive assets are represented in the bonds 
issued for Airports , Port of Boston and Highways . These 
aggregate about $703 , 435 , 000 , or approximately 69 per cent 
of the total debt . 
I f we take into consideration the $200 , 000 , 000 
additional amount authorized for Highwaypurposes s ince 
June 30 , 1956 , we find that up to $947, 000 , 000 is translated 
into new physical assets , or approximately 93 per cent of 
the total debt . 
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The Highway Program 
What is the nature of this accelerated highway 
program? When was it conceived? HoH far has it advanced? 
What faciliti e s have been created? 
The program was initi ated in 1947 in a report on 
state-wide highHay needs to the Recess Committee on Highways 
and hotor Vehicles . It called for an expendi ture of 
$352,000 , 000 on roads outside the Me tropolitan area of 
l'l'f"'f 
Boston . Thi s v-ms supplemented in"by anoth er Mast er Hi ghv-ray 
Plan calling on the legislature for $322 , 000,000 for a 
network in the Metropo litan District . 
These two plans provided the ba s i s for the accelerated 
highHay construction program v-rhich has ensued . 
The need for construction is indicated by the fact 
that , from 1935 to 1941, only 238 miles of the state high-
ways were constructed or reconstructed , an average of 35 
mile s p er year . This compares with an average of 103 miles 
per year during t he preceding 41 years . Furthermore , the war 
years 1942-46 saw a total of only 39.9 miles , or an average 
of 8 miles per year , constructed . 
Under the accelerated program , financed by the hi ghway 
debt , the state has committed itself to 833 .5 mi les of con-
struction . Of t his 333 .6 miles had been c ompleted, 56.6 
miles were under construction, and 443·3 miles rema ined to 
1 be built as of March 13 , 1956 , acc ording to the report 
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to the Governor, the Legislatur e, and the people on that 
date made by the Commissioner of t he DepnTtment of Public 
Works , John A. Volpe . 
Ta1H-e XIV shovlS the pro gress of the accelerated program 
as of r1arch 1956 , whiJe Haps No . 1 and No . 2 shovJ the contrast 
between the h i ghway system of 1949 and that of 1956. 
In making his report t o the Governor , the Legislature, 
2 
and t he p eople in March 1956 , Commissioner Volpe said , 
It has been conclus ively demonstrated that on our 
new divided limi ted access highways , ac c idents and 
accident costs are cut by one- third , travel time i s 
reduced and traveling is made safer, and , in addi tion, 
t he Commonwealth is improving its ec onomic posit ion 
through t he development of forme r wooded and field areas 
into light industrial and housing site s which are 
attracting new business , new cit izen s and gre ater 
economic security . 
The Capital Outlay Program 
The s econd most important purpos e for which the debt 
has been incurred , as seen in Tab le j[Ir ,is fo r Capita l Outlay, 
whi ch is administered by the Division of Building Construction, 
Co~mis sion of Administration and Finance , at 38 Chauncey 
Street , Boston . 
1 
The Massachusetts Hi ghway 
Department of public Works, 19 
2 l!?l£. ' p • 20 • 
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TABLE SHOtliNG MILES OF NEEDED HIGHWAY IMPROVPXFNTS AS PER 194 7 REPOOT 
MILES COMPLETED SI NCE 1947, MILES UNDER CONSTRUCTION AND MILES RFW.INING TO BE IMPROVI!D 
MILES 
TO BE TYPE MILES MILES MILES 
ROOTE DESCRIPTION IMPROVEl) OF C(J(PLETED UNDFR REMAIN-
12~1 IMPROVEMENT CONST 1 ING 
1 Danvers to !{ew Hampshire Line 21.2 Relocate 21.2 
1 Dedhaa(Rte.l35)R.I •. Line 27.0 Reconstruct 1.5 
- 25.5 
2 Cambridge to Charlemont 95.4 Relocate-Reconst. 54.8 10.4 30.2 
3 Burlingtoo(Rte. 128) N.H. Line 17.0 Relocate 9.9 1.4 5.7 
3 Weymouth to Sagamore Brid ge 38.0 Relocate 8.0 11.0 19.0 
5 Conn. L. to North End Bri dge 6.0 Relocate 0.4 1.7 3.9 
5 Holyoke By-pass 4.0 
- -
4.0 
5 Northampton By-pass 2.5 Relocate-Reconst. 1.0 - 1.5 
5 South Deerfield By-pass 3.5 Relocate 2.6 
-
0.9 
5 Greenfield By-pass 5.0 - - 5.0 
6 Fall River-Somerset By-pass 4.7 Relocate 
- - 4.7 
6 New Bedford By-pass 3.2 Relocate 
- -
3.2 
6 Mattapoi~ett By-pass 4. 5 Relocate 
- -
4. 5 
6 Wareham By-pass 3.0 Relocate 
- -
3.0 
6 Sagamore Br. to Provincetown 62 .4 Relocate 47.4 8.5 6.5 
7 Conn. L. to Pittsfield (Rte.20 ) 31.2 Relocate-Reconst. 13.0 
-
18.2 
8 Pittefield(Rte.9)to Vt. Line 22 .0 Reconst.-Widen 4.2 
-
17.8 
9 Brookline to Worcester Line 33.6 Widen-Resurface 20.5 
- D.l 
9 Shrewsbury to Spenc'!r Line 12. 2 Widen~Resurf.-Recon. 2.8 
-
9.4 
9 Leicester to Ware Center 20 . 0 Relocate-Reconst. 9.7 
-
10.3 
9 Northampton to Pittsfield 37.8 Recons~.-Widen-Resurf. 19.4 
-
18.4 
12 Conn. Line to Worcester ll.O Widen and Resurface 8.7 
-
2.3 
12 Worcester By-pass 9.0 Relocate 
- -
9.0 
15 Conn.L. to Sturbri~ge(Pro.Rt~. 20 ) 10.0 Relocate 6.7 
- 3.3 
20 Northboro(Rt'!.9)toW.Spring. (Rte. 5) 52.0 Widen-Resurface 24.1 
-
27.9 
20 W.Springfteld(Rte.5) to Russell 11.0 Relocate-Widen 9.0 0.1 1.9 
28 Reading (Rte.128) to N.H. Line 17. 5 Relocat e 
- - 17.5 
28 Middleboro(Tr.Cir )to Bourne(Tr.Cir.) 24.0 Relocate 
- - 24.0 
44 Seekonk(R.I.Line)toPlymouth (Rte.3) 37 .0 Relocate 
- - 37.0 110 Worcester to N. H. Line 69 .0 Relocate 
- - 69.0 
122-146 R.I. Line to Sutton (Purgatory Rd.) 10.0 Relocate 10.0 
128 Wellesley. to Gloucester 34 . 0 Relocat e 34.0 
128 Wellesley (Rte. 9) to Hull 28 .0 Relocat e 3.9 6.7 17.4 
138 Canton(Rte.l28) to Fall Ri ver(Rte.6) 41.0 Relocate 20.8 12.8 7.4 
140 New Bedford to Taunton 19.0 Rel ocate 
-
4.0 15.0 0" Spring. Conn. to U. S. 20(Toll Road) 
__..2.& New 
- -
6.8 1--' 
- -
TOTAL 8.2.2.~ 333_.6 56.6 443.3 
r; ,unu.lative lind i nclusi ve 
1': AP I 
1949 Highway System 
\ T. N H . 
\. 0 i\ " · f' 
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- PART I ALLY CONTROLLED ACCESS HI Gl-ft/AYS 
- MAIN ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS 
In 1949, the Massachusetts "Mainline" highway system appeared as above, 
with only 14.6 miles of controlled access highways in use. A portion 
of Route 128 was under construction north of Route 9. Route 9 was al-
ready reaching its maximum traffic lend. 
mum euu 
'0' 
1\J 
1956 Highway System 
V T. 
( ~""'\ ' " 
LIMITED ACCESS 
EXPRESSWAYS 
MAIN ARTERIAL 
HIGHWAYS 
MAP II 
N. H . 
The 1956 view of Massachusetts' "Mainline" highway system is shown on the map 
above. In less than seven years the limited access expressway system grew from 
14.6 miles to 268 miles. 
~ ~ 
~ ~+ 
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w 
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In an intervievr January 11 , 1957 , Mr . Hall Nichols , 
Director and Chief Engineer of the Division of Building 
Construction, Commission of Administration and Finance , said 
that the program of construction since World War II was 
"desperately needed" and has been effective in overcoming 
"badly overcrowded" condi tions in many state institutions . 
The office does not keep summar ie s of expenditures broken 
down as to departmental properties , but referred t he writer 
to the latest such figures available as listed in the Po st-
war Cap ital Outlay Program 1945-52 , report of the 
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers Associations , pub-
lished in June 1953. This is shovm in Table Xi. 
Through the year 1945, according to Mr . Ni chols , all 
such construction outl ays had been provided for out of 
current tax revenues . But , regardless of t h e method of 
financing , there was no question, he said , as to the urgency 
of the need or the efficiency of the construction itself. 
Building costs have risen more than 200 per cent s i nce 1945 
and are still rising , having increased about 15 per cent 
in 1956 . In a statement regarding needs, published February 
2 , 1956 , he outlined a total of 415 project s for the period 
1957- 1961 calling for $112,711 , 000 and said, ncontinued 
study over a ~ eriod of years of capital outlay needs leads 
inevitably to the conclusion that for the indefinite future 
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TABLE XV 
. 3 
POST\·JAY CAPITAL OUTLAY PROGRM-1 
Summary of Departmental Pro pertie s 
Soldiers ' Homes 
Youth Service Board 
Department of Con-
servat i on 
Department of 
Education 
Depart:':ent of 
1'-iental Health 
Department of 
Correct ion 
Department of 
Public Health 
Depart ment of Public 
Work s : 
Rivers and Harbors 
Plant 
Mis cellaneous 
Expenditures 
J uly 1, 1945 to 
June 30 , 1952 
$6, 522 , 478 . 82 
514,140 . 86 
605 , 493 .96 
8, 081 , 304 . 28 
19 , 230 , 910 . 89 
1, 473 , 068 . 29 
3, 182 , 136 . 25 
2, 929, 452 .69 
334 , 196 . 33 
2, 542 , 622 .16 
Available 
After 
June 30 , 1952 
$1 , 39 5, 276 . 28 
1 , 233 , 029 .99 
770 , 972 . 27 
12 , 584 , 754 . 89 
33 , 407 , 990 . 41 
8, 695 ,290 . 60 
15 , L,.78, 065 . 43 
Total 
$7, 917 , 755 .10 
1, 747 , 170 . 85 
1 , 376 , 466 . 23 
20 , 666 , 059.17 
52 , 638 , 901 . 30 
10 , 168 , 358 . 89 
18 , 660 , 201 . 68 
6 , 750 , 464 .69 9 , 679 , 917 . 38 
5 , 316 , 198 . 77 5,615, 680 . 37 
5,073 , 058 . 21 7, 615 , 680 . 37 
Total $46, 623 , 653 . 27 .$9.2 ,1.1,1, 235 ·43 ,,:138 , 734 , 888 . 70 
3The Postwar Capital Outla Program of the Common-vmalth 
of ~·iassachusetts Boston: The rias sachu setts Federation of 
Taxpayers As sociations , June 1953) p . 4 · 
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the General Court should contemplate an average of annual 
appropriations for capital improvements in the magnitude 
of $15 , 000 , 000 to $20 , 000,000 11 4 
For a more detailed tndersta~ding of how t he expendi-
tures for cap ital improvements are allocated , it may be 
interesting to review briefly the details of the program 
authorized for the year 1956 by the Legislature under 
Chapte r 711 , Section 2 , as follows : 
Item No . 
8157- 01 
8157-02 
8157-03 
G- 401 
8157- 04 
G- 502 
8157- 05 
G- 302 
8157 - 06 
G57- l 
Service of the Legislature . For certain 
renovations in the house chamber ~~$46 , 250 . 00 
Service of the Armory Co~mission . For 
the c onstruction of armories 
Service of t he State Superintendent 
of Buildings . For certain pl umbing 
and certain other related improve -
ments in the State House and Ford 
Building . 
For air conditioning the House and 
Senate chambers 
For certain improvements to the 
electrical distribution system 
in the State House . 
For certain fire protection improve-
ments in the State House 
640 , 000 . 00 
~:-85, 000 . 00 
~:-125 , 000 . 00 
~:-50 , 000 • 00 
~:-75 , 000 .oo 
8157- 08 
G57 - 2 
( for:n1erly 
G- 402R) 
8157- 09 
8157- 10 
8157- 72 
8157- 11 
E- 702 
8157 - 12 
E57- l 
(formerly 
E- 901R) 
8157- 13 
E57 - 13 
8157- 14 
E57 - 2 
(Formerly 
E- 902R) 
8157- 15 
E57- 3 
8157 -16 
E- 504 
8157- 73 
E403 
For the preparation of plans for , and 
for the construction of , an archives 
building on the State House grounds . 
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l,oo5,ooo .oo 
Service of the Massachusetts 
Aeronautics Commission . For 
the reimbursement to cities and 
towns for the state ' s share of 
airport construction as provi ded 
in Sections 39F and 51K. 
Service of the Department of 
Natural Resources . For state 
400 , 000 . 00 
parks and forests 5oo ,ooo .oo 
To continue the survey and in-
ventory of the resources of 
the commonHeal th ~~50 , 000 . 00 
Service of the Department of 
Education . For fire pro -
tection improvements in certain 
buildings . *15 , 000 . 00 
For certain renovations in the 
room of the Newbury Street 
building . 
State Teachers ' Co l lege at 
Bridgewater . For certain 
-::-40 , 000 . 00 
plumbing . -:HO , 000 . 00 
For renovation of the old gymnasium 
and Boyden Hall 
State Teachers ' College at 
Fitchburg . For renovation 
of heating and ventilating 
-::-191 , 000 .oo 
systems . *58 ~000 . 00 
For plumbing and refrigeration 
renovations . -:~54 , 000 . 00 
For cost of construction of a 
dormitory building 1 , 282 , 000 . 00 
8157- 17 
E57 -5 
8157- 18 
E57 - 6 
8157- 19 
E57 - 7 
8157- 20 
E- 57 - 8 
8157- 21 
E57-14 
8157- 22 
E- 807 
8157- 23 
E57-9 
8157- 24 
E802 
8157- 25 
E57 - l5 
8157 -2p 
E57 - l0 
8157- 27 
E57 - ll 
State Teachers ' College at 
Framingham . For the ac -
quisition of certain lands with 
buildings thereon by transfer , 
purchase or by eminent domain . 
State Teachers ' College at Lowell . 
For the purchase of certain land 
and property . 
For the acquisition of certain land 
with buildings 
State Teachers ' College at North 
Adams . For renovation in girlst 
dormitory . 
For the preparation of plans for 
a science , gymnasium and audi -
torium building . 
For renovations ~d improvements to 
the boiler plant . 
State Teachers ' College at Salem . 
For the acquisition of certain land 
with buildings . 
State Teachers ' Co l lege at Worcester . 
For the construction of a gymnasi1ll!m., 
library, cafete r ia and classroom 
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$60 , 000 . 00 
100 , 000 . 00 
40 , 000 . 00 
-:~40 ' 000 . 00 
~~75 , 000 . 00 
~~36 , 000 . 00 
25 , 000 .00 
building . 1,411 , 000 . 00 
State Teachers ' College at Boston . 
For the preparation of plans for 
further improvements to the 
college buildings . 
Bradford Durfee Technical 
Institute . For certain reno -
vations and improvements to the 
boiler plant . 
Bradford Durfee Technical 
Institute . For the acquisition 
of certain land with buildings . 
-l~34 , 000 . 00 
-l:-105 ' 000 . 00 
50 , 000 . 00 
8157- 28 
E57- 12 
8157 - 29 
E- 812 
8157 - 30 
U- 703 
8157 - 31 
u - 803 
8157 - 32 
U57- 2 
8157 - 33 
U57 - l 
8157-34 
u - 603 
8157 - 35 
U57 - 3 
8157 - 36 
Y- 803 
8157- 74 
Y57 - 2 
8157 - 37 
Y- 602 
8157 - 38 
Y57- l 
8157- 75 
Y57 - 3 
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i cal Institute of 
or the acquisition 
with buildings . $17,000.00 
For the construction of an 
electronics- plastics eng ineeri ng 
building . 2 , 108 , 000 . 00 
University of Massachusetts . 
For fire p rotection improve -
ments . *30,000 . 00 
For the c onstruction of an 
add i tion to the library . 1 , 979 , 000 . 00 
For the con struction of an 
R.O. T . C. armory and classroom 
building . 4 00 , 000 . 00 
For t he p reparation of plans 
for a scienc e building ~:-93 , 000 . 00 
For the c onstruction of a 
women ' s physical educ a tion 
building . 250 ,000 . 00 
For t he preparation of plan s for 
utility distri bution systems . *15, 000 . 00 
Youth Service Board 
Industri al School f or Boys . For 
the construction of an addition 
to the administration building . 
For certain renovations . 
For certain powe r plant im-
provements 
Residential Treatment Unit , 
Oakdale . For the purchase 
of certain property . 
For the construction of a 
detention unit . 
69 8 , 000 . 00 
~:-6, 000 .oo 
-::-156 , 000 . 00 
99 , 000 . 00 
120 , 000 . 00 
8157- 79 
Y57 - 4 
8157- 39 
lJI - 711 
8157- 40 
M57- l 
8157- 41 
M57 - 2 
8157- 42 
M- 610 
8157- 43 
M- 620 
8157- 44 
M- 817 
8157- 45 
M57- 3 
8157- 46 
M- 820 
8157- 47 
M- 513 
8157- 48 
M57- 4 
8157- 49 
M- 827 
8157-50 
~1 -614 
For the construction of a 
dormitory. 
Service of the Department of 
Mental Health . For fire pro -
t ection impr ovements . 
Danvers State Hospital • For 
the renovation of plumbing 
facilities . 
Foxborough State Hospital . For 
certain improvements to the 
sewerage system. 
For certain poVJer plant im-
provements . 
Grafton State Hospital . For 
certain sewage di sposal im-
provements . 
For certain improvements to t he 
p01-1er plant 
Medfield State Hospital . For 
certain fireproofing and 
renovations . 
Me tro politan State Hospital . 
For certain improvements to 
the power plant and utility 
distribution systems . 
Northampton State Hos pital . For 
certain fire p rotection improve-
ments and plt~bing renovations . 
Taunton State Hospital . 
certain improvements to 
sewage disposal system, 
Colony . 
For 
the 
Borden 
Monson State Hospital . For the 
construction of a laundry 
building . 
For t he construction of a 
building for disturbed fema le s . 
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$190, 000 . 00 
-::- 200, 000 . 00 
-::16' 000 . 00 
-::-11 , 000 .oo 
-::-54 , 000 . 00 
-::-30 , 000 • 00 
-::-66 ' 000 . 00 
-::-108 ' 000 . 00 
~:-187 , 000 . 00 
-::-242 , 000 . 00 
->:·20 , 000 . 00 
445 , 000 . 00 
110 , 000 . 00 
8157- 51 
}1- 803 
8157- 52 
H- 804 
8157-53 
H- 529 
8157- 53 
1- 402 
8157 -55 
M- 808 
8157- 56 
M57-5 
8356- 41 
8157- 57 
P57- l 
8157- 58 
P57- 2 
8157- 59 
C- 703 
8157- 60 
C- 406 
8157- 61 
C57-l 
8157- 62 
C- 303 
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For certain improvements to the 
power p lant and util ity dis-
tribution systems . -::- ~~327, 000 . 00 
For the construction of a certain 
building for the ho using of 
employees . 660 , 000 . 00 
For the construction and equip -
ment of a playground at the 
Children's Colony . 23 , 000 . 00 
Walter E . Fernald State School . 
For the construction of a 
cannery building . 40 , 000 . 00 
\vrentham State School . For the 
construction of a sc hool building 
and gynmasium . 1,10_5, 000 . 00 
For certain improvements to the 
v.rater supply system. -:<-40 , 000 , 00 
Service of the Department of 
Correction . (Rev-rording of 
Chapter 738 of the Acts of 1955 . ) 
Correctional Institution at 
Walpole . For certain power plant 
improvements . 
Correctional Institution at 
Norfolk . F'or certain security 
renovations . 
Service of the Department of 
Public Welfare. For fire pro -
tec tlon improvements i n certain 
buildings . 
Tewk s bury State Hos pital and 
!rifirmary. For certain pl Qmbing 
renovations . 
For certain renovations to women 's 
hospi tal building . 
For certain renovations t o the 
sewerage system . 
~<-80 , 000 .00 
-::-13 , 000 . 00 
~~so , ooo. oo 
~<-50 ' 000 . 00 
{:-60 , 000 . oo 
-><-90 , 000 . 00 
8157 - 63 
C57 -2 
3157- 64 
H57 - l 
8157 - 65 
8157 - 66 
815 7- 67 
8157 - 77 
8157 - 68 
8157- 69 
V57- l 
8157- 70 
8157 - 71 
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For the preparation of plans for 
a laundry -:~·$25 , 000.00 
Lakeville State Sanatorium . For 
the preparation of plans to 
renovate power plant . *11 , 000 . 00 
Service of the Department of 
Publ ic Works . For the addi -
tional cost of the Commonwealth's 
share of projects . 1 , 000 , 000 . 00 
For the imp r ovement , develop-
ment , maintenance and protection 
of rive rs , harbors , tidewaters 
and shores . 4 , 400 , 000 . 00 
For river and stream improve -
ment . 500 , 000 . 00 
For the Commonwealth ' s chare 
of projects undertak en by the 
federal government at Chatham, 
FaLmouth, Lynn , Nantucket 
Harbor and Onse t Harbor . 81 , 500 . 00 
For the construction of certain 
s torage facilities at the New 
Bedford state pier . 27 , 500 . 00 
Service of the Soldiers ' Home 
in Massachusetts . For the 
purchase of c ertain land . 10 , 000 . 00 
Service of the Di vi sion of 
Buildin~ Construction . For the 
prepara ion of preli minary p lans . 100 , 000 . 00 
To cover unexp e c ted contingencies . 873 , 750 . 00 
To mee t thes e expenditures, the General Court , through 
Chapter 711 , Section 2 of the Acts of 1956 , authorized the 
issuance of serial bonds in the amount of ~~23 , 849 , 000 . 
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Many of the items in this capital outlay pro gram for 
1956 will be r ecognized as the borrowing f or ma intenance 
and repairs which was cal led 11 inexcusabl e 11 by Hr . Robert S . 
Week s, Jr ., a fo r mer member of t he Governor's Advi s o ry Board , 
in an interview v-rh ich follo -vJs in this pap er . It is a matter 
of opinion as t o which expendi tures should pro perly be provided 
for out of current revenue . We have starred certain items 
which mi ght be questioned , in order to est imate r oughly the 
portion of t he 1956 capital outlay progr am which was not 
suitable for financing through debt . To t he extent that 
itmes such as t he se represent s hort- term rat her t han long-
term improvements and might be cons i dered i n the category 
of mai ntenance and re pair items , t he y should be paid f or ou t 
of current taxes . These part i cular starred items aggregate 
$2, 679 , 250 , or about 11 per cent of the capita l outlay 
authorizations for 1956 . 
Ass~~ing the same 11 per cent proportion for the total 
of $176 , 667 , 000 cap ital outlaw shown in Table XTIIT,it wou ld 
mean t hat between nineteen and twenty million dollars might 
properly have been financed from current revenue . As com-
pared with total debt of more than a bi l lion dollars , t h is 
fi gure of less t han 2 per cent becomes a relat i vely minor 
considerat i on . Nevertheless , it represents a prac ti ce 1.vhich 
is fiscally and financially unsound and could well be a reason 
for the downgrading of the bonds of t he Commonwea lth . 
LOAN 1948 1949 
TABLE XVI 
CAPITAL 0 UTLAY EXPENDITURES 
(Excluding Ports , Parks , Beaches and Airports) 
1950 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
For Fiscal Years Ended June 30 
(In millions of dollars) 
1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
(amount avail - 7 .500 22 . 000 59 . 000 67.620 90 . 870 125 . 170 113 . 270 169 .07 199 .960 225.970 
able cumula-
tive) 
Expenditure 
(cumulative) 
Backlog 
(Cumulative) 
tl Projects 
Total pro~ects (1948- 195 ) 
3 -305 6 .900 13 . 038 24 -490 36.853 63. 230 84 . 798 104 . 339 128 .650 154 . ooo 18o . oooaoLOO 
4 ·195 15 . 100 45 -962 43 · 140 54 . 017 54 . 017 48-472 64 -731 71 . 310 
44 63 55 36 79 79 19 61 
488 
Figures provided for this paper by the State Budget Bureau , 
January 9 , 1957 . 
~ 
\.11 
On the whole , the recital of the program serves to 
illustrate the aggressiveness with which Massachusetts is 
meeting the demands made upon the state in the fields of 
education and public welfare . 
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Actual expenditures in the Capital Outlay Program 
are shown in Table XYI . It is obvious that the impact on 
the. construction industry of 488 proj:3 cts aggregating the 
expenditure of $128, 650,000 over a period of nine years 
provided a pm-Ierful stimulant to the economy . 
Logan International Airport 
The legislation creating the new Massachusetts Port 
Authority provided that the Authority would relieve the 
Commonwealth of the need for debt service of the Logan Airport 
bonds , as explained previously in these pages . Nevertheless , 
this segment of the capital expansion program of the Common-
wealth properly belongs in this analysis for its possible 
influence on the growth of industry . 
The Logan International Airport was taken over by 
the State from the City of Boston in 1941 . Since that time 
authorizations for ~~52 , 658 , 000 of bonds have been voted , of 
which ~!;49 ,508 , 000 have been is sued , $32 , OL!-3 , 000 have been 
retired , and $17 , 465 , 000 remain outstanding . The proceeds 
of these borrowings over the period 1941- 1951 were used to 
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enlarge the airfield , to build dual runways up to 10,000 
feet in length capable of h andling t he largest a i rcraft, 
to construct hangars and a modern apron building for 
the accommodation of passenger traffic . 
Income of the Airport has shown consistent 
growth during the years following the expansion pro gram . 
Cash receipts from airline operators using the airport 
facilities and receipts from other commercial rentals have 
progressed as follows:5 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
$382,772 . 91 
445, 838 . 61 
648 , 37 8 . 53 
787, 830 .72 
905 ,142 . 76 
960 ,677.83 
1,001,576.97 
During t hose seven years t he o peratine; results 
of the Airport Here c onverted from an annual deficit of 
$107,218 in 1949 to a profit of $334,909 in 1955 . In the 
fiscal year 1955 physical results ·vrere : 
Airline passengers enplaned 
Tons of mail enplaned 
Tons of aircargo 
Domestic 
862,142 
1,578 
13,487 
International 
33 , 265 
44 
173 
These loads were carried on 42 , 000 departing aircraft . 
The increasing pressure of airline traffic has al -
ready made the current facilities inadequate for handling 
50fficial Audit Report , State Auditor's Department , 
May 25, 1956 . 
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the growing volume of passenger and cargo business . In 
fact, air freight operations have been conducted in an 
obsolescent building erected as a temporary structure 
during the depression of the 1930 1 s . To meet the need for 
expansion the new Massachusetts Port Authority proposes 
to finance substantial cap ital outlays . This Hill provide 
industry 1r1i th urgently needed aids to transportation on 
the one hand , VJhile the Authority Vlill simultaneously 
relieve the CommonVJealth of debt burden on the other hand . 
The list VIhich folloVJs shows the purposes for VJhich 
the Logan International Airport bonds have been issued . 
Logan International Airport 
Bond Authorizations6 
Authori - Total Amount 
zation Year Authorized Purpose 
C 695 1941 $2, 000,000 To take over the Logan Airport 
from the City of Boston and to 
construct dikes and runways and 
enlarge airport property . 
C 528 1943 4 , 750 , 000 To dredge , fill , grade , construct 
seVJers, drains , runVJays , dikes 
and bulkheads , and to make other 
improvements . 
C 383 1945 15, 000,000 To further , enlarge , extend , im-
prove and develop the General 
EdVJard LaVJrence Logan Airport , 
and to purchase additional lands 
for the construction of a re -
creation area . 
Authori -
zation 
c 595 
c 676 
c 745 
c 760 
c 731 
c 733 
Total 
Total Amount 
Year Authorized 
1946 .,;6 ' 000 ' 000 
1947 12,000,000 
1949 7 , 195 , 000 
1950 2,850,000 
1951 363,000 
1951 2,500,000 
52 , 658 , 000 
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Purpose 
To f urther enlarge , extend , im-
prove and develop the Airport . 
To furt her enlarge , extend , im-
prove and develop the Airport , 
and to complete p l ans and speci -
fications for the Apron Building . 
To further enlarge , extend , im-
prove and develop the Airport , 
and to construct hangars , main-
tenance and repair s hops and 
other facilities , and to fill 
in a deep channel . 
To further enlarge , extend , im-
prove and develop the Airport , 
to complete improvements along 
the shores , to dig an 8- foot 
channel , and to promote a Nationru 
Air Fair . 
To further improve and develop 
the Airport by grad i ng runway s , 
by providing electric hot water 
heaters in airline stations , 
by purc hasing a portable field 
generator , and by transferring 
t he Airport beacon . 
To build a hangar 
Note: As of January 30 , 1957 only $49 , 508,000 had been 
issued . As of June 30 , 1956 there remained $17 , 465,000 bonds 
outstanding and ~300,000 author ized and unissued . 
6Lo an International Airport Bond Aut ho rizations 
(Revenue uthority dvisory Committee , April l , 19 
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The Port of Boston Progr~ 
During the first half of the twentieth cen tury the 
Port of Boston experienced a steady decline in seaborne 
traffic, dropping from second place among all ports of t he 
U. s .A. in 1900 to 11th place in 1953 , in terms of total 
tonnage . 
Following World War II the Legislature took step s to 
develop the Port , created the Port of Boston Authority and 
authorized the issuance of $5 , 0 0 0 , 000 bonds . There followed 
a series of cap ital outlays for docks , piers , structures 
and facilities necessary for the handling of Jater- borne 
frei ght , with the result t hat the Port of Boston Has in a 
better position to compete physical l y with the other Atlantic 
and Gulf ports to which it had lost traff ic . 
However , Boston operated at a disadvantage because 
of rail frei ght differentials which had existed f or seventy 
years and water rates which had existed since World War I 
on a basis which did not allow for Boston's geographical 
advantage in being closer to foreign ports t han its competi -
tors . Important rail differentials have now been elimi nated 
and new traffic is being attracted to and through Boston . 
The annual report of the Port of Boston for 1956 Hill show 
progressive increases in imports and exports from 1946 t hrough 
1956 , according to r . George 1 . '!;ley , Director , and operations 
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for 1957 will break all records in certain key categories 
of goods . 
These increased activities are refl ected in the 
operating results of the Port of Boston for the three most 
recent fiscal years ended June 30: 
1954 1955 1956 
Total Revenue $940 ' 888 ~64 , 689 .,n , 200 , 585 
Total Expenses 721 ,106 586 , 917 553,991 
Net Revenue 219 , 782 377,772 646,594 
These figures are taken from the final pre- publication 
draft of the Civil Engineering Report prepared f or t he 
Massachusetts Port Authority by J . E . Greiner Company , con-
sulting engineers , dated November 15, 1956 . The report 
concludes that, !!Operating revenues increased materially in 
1956 largely because the new faci1iti e s ]:i_a d been completed 
and placed in service . " 
In appraising the resurgence of water-borne; traffic 
through Boston ~Je may attribute part of the credit to t he 
eliminating of freight differentials and part to t he program 
of capital outlay YJhich provided the modern facilities 
necessary for h andling the enlarged volume of traffic . Among 
these facilities are waterfront terminals with an aggregate 
assessed valuation , as of J une 30 , 1955 of approximately 
~?40 , 000 , 000 against which there remains an outstanding debt 
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of about $17,000 , 000 . The principal assets are t h e Hoover 
and Mystic iers in Charlestown, the Boston & Albany Piers 
ih East Boston , the Commonvrealth Pier #5 and the new Castle 
Island Pier in south Boston . 
These are the assets which will be managed by the 
new }assachusetts Port Authority . Annual earnings from them 
will be used to service the Port of Boston bonds , as pre -
viously e~lained in this paper . The evidence points clearly 
to their important role i n making possible the resurgence 
of Boston as a port of entry and exit for industry's foreign 
trade . 
The assets are indicated briefly in the following list: 
Port of Boston Bond Issues 
1941- 1954 
Authori- Total Amount 
zat1on Year Authorlzed Purpose 
c 619 1945 ~'5 , 00 0 , 000 To create the Port of Boston 
Authority , to plan for develop-
ment of the port , to acquire 
property and to constr uct piers , 
highvmys , r ailroad connections , 
storage yards and sites for ware -
house and i ndustrial e s tablish-
ments and build such facilities as 
may be desirab le . 
C 714 1941 4 , 700 , 000 To acquire the Mystic 1.-rharves and 
to develop a waterfront terminal . 
C 532 1947 1 , 300 , 000 To acquire furt he r prope rties and 
to develop such pro perty . 
Authori -
zation Year 
c 545 1948 
c 505 1952 
c 771 1951 
c 575 1954 
Total 
Total Amount 
Authorized 
3,686 , 000 
5,850,000 
1 , 200 , 000 
1 , 100,000 
22 , 836 , 000 
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Purpose 
To purchase sites and pier 
locations and to construct pier 
facilities . 
To develop a wate r front 
terminal at East Bos ton . 
To acquire Castle Island 
terminal and to d evelop a 
terminal waterfront . 
To lease the Army Base from the 
u . S . A. and to make certain 
repairs . 
Debt Incurrence for Mi scellaneous Purposes 
As will be seen · in Table m r., some sixty- six million 
dollars of debt had been authorized as of June 30 , 1956 
for miscellaneous purposes . Representing , as it does , more 
than four times the tota l state debt in 1944 , t his category 
requires analysis . For what was i t incur red or authorized? 
To what degree can it be est i mated to have contributed to 
the economy of the Commom-realth? 
A study of the legislation authorizing this portion 
of the debt shows t hat it was incurred or autho rized f or 
three principal purposes : 
a) disaster relief - about f,~7 , 000 , 000 . 
b) flood control - about 10,550 , 000 . 
c) recreational promotion 5 , 100,000 . 
There will follovJ a summary of the nine legislative 
acts from 1953 t h rough 1956 authorizing bond issues to 
meet t hese requirements . Almost every section of the state 
has e xperienced some hardship from floods in recent years , 
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and almost every citizenmust have been aware of the severity 
of the flood damage in critical areas . Because these disasters 
were caused by forces beyond the ability of individual 
communities to control , it was the manifest obligation of 
the sovereign state to provide relief . In addition it was 
clearly the part of wisdom to take steps to prevent future 
disasters , which was done through two of the nine acts . 
The recreational projects , comprising the principal 
remaining items of the miscellaneou s debt structure , illustrate 
the effort be i ng made by assachusetts to obtai n its s~are 
of the growing and profitable tourist trade as v1ell as 
the effort to provide up-to-date recreational facilities 
for its own citizens . This is a distinct advantage to 
industry in meeting its employment problems . state- supported 
playlands such as Salisbury Beach, Lake Quinsigamond and 
Horseneck Beach, which offer attractive and accessible areas 
for holidays , Sundays and vacations , help Massachusetts 
industry and commerce to compete with other states for workers . 
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Miscellaneous Debt 
Authori - Total Amount 
zatlon Year Authorized 
c 651 1953 $5 ,000 , 000 
c 689 1954 12,000 , 000 
c 699 1955 30 , 000 , 000 
c 574 1955 10, 000 , 000 
c 625 1955 120,000 
c 15 1956 550 , 000 
c 673 1953 1, 000,000 
c 519 1955 1,500 , 000 
c 583 1955 2, 600 , 000 
Purpose 
To provide for disaster relief in 
areas stricken by the tornado of 
June 9, 1953 . 
To provide for disaster relief in 
areas stricken by the hurricane 
of August 31, 1954 . 
To provide for disaster relief in 
areas stricken by the floods of 
August 18 , 1955 . 
To construct certain drainage 
and flood control facilities in 
Stoneham, Wakefield , Melrose , 
Malden , Everett , and Revere . 
To acquire certain premises at 
618 Acushnet Avenue , New Bedford , 
to be used as a State Office 
Building . 
To cooperate with the Federal 
Government in a flood contro l 
proje ct in the Middle and 
Blackstone Rivers in the Worcester 
District . 
To provide for certain recreation 
facilities in the Salisbury Beach 
Reservation in Worcester. 
To acquire certain land and to 
develop a state park at Lake 
Quinsigamond . 
To provide recreational facilities 
at Horseneck Beach in Westport. 
Summary and Conclusion 
In reviewing the nature of the physical assets 
created by the state debt and still to be created by it, 
we find that about 69 per cent of the bonded indebtedness 
has been incurred for expanding land, air and water trans -
portation facilities, and that about 93 per cent of the debt 
is translated into actual physical assets. 
Following a decade during Which highways were neglected 
from 1935 to 1946, the current Highway program is providing 
a network of super-highways throughout the state in a master 
plan aggregating 833·5 miles . 
The post- war Capital Outlay program was designed to 
provide urgently needed improvements at state institutions. 
This is indicated by a reading of the specific authori-
zations in 1956 . Certain items aggregating about two and a 
half million dollars could ~rhaps have better been provided 
for out of current revenue . 
The expanded facilities at both the Logan International 
Airport and the Port ~ Boston have helped these organizations 
to operate at increasingly profitable ratios. The miscellaneous 
expenditures provided for out of debt have been primarily for 
flood relief and recreational facilities . 
In Chapter VIII we shall compare the cost to industry 
of these assets with the stimulus they have given and will 
be giving in the future to the economy of the Commonwealth. 
CHAPTER VIII 
NE1-JLY CREATED ASSETS AS A STIMULANT TO THE 
ECO NOMY VERSUS DEBT AS A BURDEN 
Up to this point we have attempted to define the 
debt and appraise its impact on the economy and industry. 
We have shown the purposes for which the debt vms author-
ized and the nature of the physical assets arising out of 
the de bt . 
We shall now in this chapter look at the economy 
of Massachusetts and examine its trend during the pas t 
ten years while t he debt has been growing . \toTe shall view 
certain aspects of the economy usually considered as re-
liable indicators of economic health and note whether they 
indicate a trend . He shall ask these questions: 
1 . What has been the trend in manufacturing output? 
2 . What has been the trend of private capital 
investment? 
3. What has been the trend in employment? 
4· Hhat has been the trend in per capita income? 
5. ~~at are present indications as to future 
economic activity in Massachusetts? 
Against the ans-vre rs to these questions we can weigh 
the burden of the debt and appraise , where po ssible, the 
newly created assets as a stimulant to the economy . 
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1 . What has been the trend in manufacturing output? 
From 1945 to 1954 the total value (F .O. B. plant) of products 
manufactured in Massachusetts rose from $5 , 732,040,308 
to $8 ,548 , 465,916 , according to the Massachusetts Depart-
1 
ment of Labor and Industries, an increase of about 49 
per cent. 
In Table XVIT we see that from 1947 through 1954 
the number of manufacturing establishments in Massachusetts 
increased from 10 , 524 to 11,234, an increase of 6.6 per cent 
and t hat value - added increased about one billion dollars , 
an increase of about 29 .6 per cent. 
Table XVII. also shovrs that in the year 1939 the total 
of value-added by manufacturing firms in Massachusetts was 
$1 , 181 , 465 , 000 , which was accomplished wi th an average 
force of 458 , 372 production workers, or an average value-
added per vrorker of about ~~2 , 580 . In 1947 total value -
added was increased to $3 ,370,094,000, with a force of 
601 , 603 workers , for an average of about $5,600 per worker . 
In 1954 the total of value- added rose to j4 , 334 , 673 , 000 . 
~mi le figures as to the number of production workers in 
1954 are not available , it can be estimated from other figures 
that t he force comprised between 600 , 000 and 650,000 pro -
duction workers . That would indicate an average value-added 
1
census of Manufacturers in Massachusetts --1954, 
ConnnonvJealth of Massachusetts Department of Labor and 
Indust~ies , Division of Statistics, p . 1 . 
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per worker of between $6 1 600 and $7,200. Thus we see an 
increase of about one billion dollars in total annual 
value-added by manufacturers in Massachusetts from 19~-7 
through 1954 and an estimated increase in value-added per 
production worker of from ~1 1 000 to ~l 1 6oo. 
Although these figures are not corrected for changes 
in the price level 1 they do indicate progress in both total 
output and in worker efficiency 1 which is significant in 
view of the serious loss of 52,000 jobs that occurred in 
the textile industry during the period 1947 to 1954·l(a) 
This tends to support the views of Alfred C. Neal , 
former Director of Research of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Boston, that Massachusetts has been successful in adapting 
its economy during a :r;e ricd ct: transition by attracting 
new types of manufacturing industries to replace the textile 
plants that have moved to the South.l(b) 
l(a) 
Figures supplied by U.S. Department of Labor 1 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 1 Boston office 1 4/17/57 • 
l(b) See below, pages 100-101. 
TABLE YJ!II 
GROv~H OF INDUSTRY IN MASSACHUSETTS 
From Federal Census of Hanufactures 
u.s. Department of Commerce 
1939-1954 
(a) (Comprehensive 7 - year interval surveys) (b ) (Annual Surveys of Manufactures) 
H 
(!) al 
bO<D 
al~ 
H 
<D H 
:> 0 
<I!G--1 
H Ul 
0 'd 
All em-
ployees 
in 
indus -
try 
1939 
495 , 588 
G-J ~~Value added 
•rl al 
ri I Cfl by 
al H ~manufac ­
-P al 0 
o ~~ turer 
8 46
c 
8 ~ $1 ,1 1, / 
,...... Produc-
tion 
-vmrkers 
1947 1954 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 
718,441 679,919 649 , 700 683 , 801 710 , 857 702,718 741 , 457 
3 ,370 , 094 4,334,673 3 ,193 , 499 3,659 , 916 4 , 024 , 945 4 , 270 , 674 4 , 630 , 013 
H 
(!) al 
OO<D 
al~ 
H 
<DH 
:> 0 
<I!G--1 
in 
indus try 458 ,372 601 , 603 
Not 
available 528,426 560 , 563 572 , 340 557 ,172 594 ,325 
Estab-
lish-
ments 8 , 4LI.4 10,524 11,234 
Figures _supplied by Massachusetts Department of Commerce , 334 Boylston Street , Boston , Mr . 
Melvin L . Morse , Res earc h Director, 1.2/57· 
. 
Table XVII(a) is more comprehensive than Table XVII (b), being a compilation made about every 
seventh year . 
co 
'-.() 
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2 . What has been the trend of private cap ital in-
vestment? The December 1956 issue of New England Business 
Review reported , "Manufacturers have spent about $262 
million for new plant and equipment in Massachusetts during 
1956 . This is 19 p er cent above 1955 expenditures . " The 
report adds t hat for 1957 " t 6tal 6ptlays will exceed 
2 
the 1956 level by about seven per cent . 11 The same 
publication, in its issue of July 1956 had stated: 
An inc r easing number of business concerns 
are engaging in long- term planning of capital 
outlays ••.• Manufacturers plan a very high level 
of capital outlays in the 1957- 60 period in 
Massachusetts •••• Among companies able to give 
advance estimates , t he largest increases in 1957 
are p lanned in the machinery , miscellaneous non-
durable- goo1s , instruments , and electri c al machinery 
industrie s . 
In the October 1956 issue of New England Business 
R 
. 4 . 
evlew it was reported that contract co nstruction pay-
rolls ha d shown a larger re lative increase in Massachusetts 
than in the country as a whole in 1955 . The over- all 
rise for Massachusetts from 1954 to 1955 was 17 pe r cent 
as a gainst 7 per cent for the nation . 
211 1956 Capital Expenditures of Massachusetts Manu-
facturers," New England Business Review (Decembe r, 1956), 
p . 10 . 
3
"capital Expenditures in Massachusetts : Plans High 
for 1957- 1960 , 11 New England Business Review (July , 1956) 
p . 6 . 
411 Personal I ncome a t All - Time High in 1955, 11 New 
England Business Review (October, 1956) p . 6 . 
The editor of the magazine Industry, published 
by Associated Industries of Massachusetts , estimates 
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that the new plants and equipment erected along Route 128 
.. c 5 have a round value of 1Pl./O,OOO , OOO. Map III , published 
by this organization in June 1955 , Industrial Development 
Along Massachu setts Route 128, shows nine industrial 
centers , ranging from Canton on t h e south to Peabody on 
t he northeast. Sixty- one plants are listed along t he 
Route . Since then there have been t wenty- four additions 
and three deletions , as of December 27 , 1956 . Hap IV , 
Industry's New Map of Massachusetts, published by the same 
organization, covers the entire state and s h ows t bi rty-
eight new industrial park s and centers . 
As of February 7, 1957 the Massachusetts Department 
of Commerce reported that between March 1 , 1954 and December 
31 , 1956 the cities and towns directly benefited by t he 
new Route 128 had listed 145 new or expanding manufacturing 
concerns , 69 new plants built , including offices and ware-
houses , 4 , 750 , 307 square feet of new con struction and 
6 9,625 jobs added . 
5Interview with Frank M· Prendergast , Managing 
Editor, Industr~ , Associated Industries of Massachusetts, 
December 27 , 19 6 . 
6 Release , Massachusetts Departme nt of Co~merce , 
Division of Research, February 7, 1957 . 
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It is clear from a recital of these figures that 
Massachusetts has been increasing its private capital 
outlay not only absolutely bu t also relatively to the 
rest of the nation . This investment , also , is projected 
into the future by the manufacturers . It can therefore 
be concluded that the trend h as definitely been toward 
growth. 
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ASSOCIATED I 1mUSTRIES OF ~~SSACHUSETTS 
2206 John Hancock Building 
Boston 16, Massachusetts 
NE'H CGriJPANI F.S AND PLANTS ON 11ASSACHUSETTS ROUTE 128 
SINCE PUBLICATION OF MAP , JD~lli , 1955 
Delete 
Usen- 0 1Donnell Fisheries Co . Gloucester 
Change Name 
Bellofram Corpora tion (formerly Kendall Burlington 
Controls) 
Datamatic Cor porat i on (formerly 
Sylvania Electri c ) Newton 
Add 
Huse Liberty Mica Co . 
Add i son-Wesley Publishing Co . 
Techni cal Operat i on s , Inc . 
Microwave Associates , Inc . 
Cr uc ib le Steel Co . of America 
Donnelly Electric Manufactu r ing Co . 
Freuhauf Trailer Co . 
Baldwi n- Lima - Hamilton Corp . 
Sanbo rn Company 
R. c .A. , Tube Division 
Sandler of Boston (shoes) 
Ewen Knight Corporation 
\vm . Filene' s Sons Co . 
Kelly Springf i e l d Tire Co . 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co . 
B. F . Goodrich Tire Co . 
R. H. White Cor p . 
H. A. Whittemo r e & Co ., Inc . 
Pilgrim Infants' Wear Co ., Inc . 
Merck , Sharp & DoQme , Inc . 
Brook Moldi ng Corpor ation 
A & P (Warehouse & Distribu t i on) 
u. s . Rubber Company 
Peabody 
Reading 
Burlington 
Burlington 
Waltham 
Walthan 
Walt ham 
Waltham 
vJaltbarn 
Needham 
Needham 
Needham 
Needham 
Needham 
Needham 
Needham 
Needh am 
Needham 
Needham 
Needham 
Norwood 
Norwood 
Dedham 
Verified by Associated I ndustr i es of Ma s s achusetts 
as of January 18, 1957 . 
I 
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3 . What has been the trend in employment? According 
to the comprehensive 7- year surveys made by the U. S . 
Department of Commerce in 1947 and 1954, the average 
number of all employees in industry in Massachusetts 
declined from 718 , 441 to 679 , 919 , as shown in Tab l e XVII . 
The month by month figures for 1956 show a slight rise 
f r om the average of 682 , 300 in 1955 to a peak of 713 , 500 
in October 1956, but employment had not yet returned to 
the high of 741 , 457 reached in 1953 · This is seen in 
Table XVIII . 
A partial reason for this failure of employment 
to increase may be found in the outmigration of textile 
and shoe plants mentioned in the introduction to this 
paper . It wculd appear that employment in new plants 
and tertiary industries has about balanced these losses . 
However, unemployment figures show steady improve -
ment . No area in the state has more than 12 per cent 
of the labor force unemployed . ? Lawrence, where 23 . 1 per 
cent of the labor force was unemployed in 1952 , is now in 
the 10 . 2 per cent category . Lowell is down to 6 . 8 per cent . 
New Bedford and Fall River have a slight surplus of workers . 
Unemployment in all these areas has declined since 1954 . 
7MonthlX Labor Review, u.s . Department of Labor , Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, Vol . So, No . 3, March 1957, p . 303 . · 
But it may be questioned whether even these figures reflect 
genuine unemployment . Many unemployed are former textile 
workers over 65 years of age receiving social security 
benefits, with fixed habits and with little willingness 
to accept other work or to move to other locations . 
If we now put a stable employment total in juxta-
position with a rise in value - added of about 30 per cent, 
we must conclude that worker p r oduct i vity has been increasing . 
All employees 
in industry 
TABLE XVIII 
ESTIMATED TOTAL NONAGRICULTURAL~~ 
EMPLOYMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS 
(in thousands) 
682 , 300* Jan . 
Feb . 
Mar . 
Apr . 
May 
June 
July 
Aug . 
Sept . 
Oct . 
Nov . 
698 . 9 
702. 5 
702 . 3 
695 · 5 691 .8 
695 · 9 671 .0 
693 .8 
Not available 
713. 5 
111~ 
~£-Source- -Massachusetts Department of Labor and Industries 
and United States Department of Labor . 
4. What has been the trend in per cap ita income? 
One of the key indicators of the economic health of a 
community is generally considered to be per capi t a income . 
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If we take the period 1950- 55 , during which the 
debt of the Commonv-Tealth more than doubled, we shall 
see f rom Table x:rx that during t h ose yea rs per capita 
income in Massachusetts rose at a fairly ev en rate , 
from $1, 662. in 1950 to ~~2,097 . in 1955 . This was $250 
above the a verage for t he nation . 
I n the slight recession of 1954 pe r capi ta income 
in Massachusetts fell off $6 . 00, while t h~ c orresponding 
decline from 1953 wa s ~~50 . 0 0 in Connecti cu t , $82 . 00 in 
Pennsylvania , and $117 . 00 in Mi chigan . New Jersey s howed 
a ~~3 . 00 increas e and New York a $9 . 00 increase . 
What abo ut t he most recent years , 1953- 55? What 
is the trend of p ersonal per cap i t a income in Massachusetts 
vis - a - vis its competitors? From 1953 t o 1955 the rate 
of increase in Massachusetts was 7 per cent , g r eate r t han 
that in any of the aforementioned competing state s . 
Agai n , f r om 1954 to 1955 per cap ita income in 
r!J:assa chusetts increased by 7 per cen t , while per capita 
income for the nation increased by 5 per cent . 
Table ~- reveals percentage change s and indicates 
clearly that in the highly significant area of per capita 
income Massachusetts is gaining not only absolutely but 
r e l at i vely . 
TABLE J<IX 
PER CAPITA PERSONAL I NCOI-1E 
MAS SACHUSETTS A1m COMPETITIVE STATES 
1950- 19558 
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State Per CaEita Income (Dollars) 
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 
I-fassachusetts 1 , 662 1 , 850 1, 919 1 , 963 1 , 957 2,097 
Connecticut 1 , 908 2, 206 2, 334 2,418 2, 368 2, 499 
New York 1 , 883 2, 001 2, 087 2, 150 2, 159 2, 263 
New Jersey 1 , 792 1, 995 2, 113 2, 224 2, 227 2, 311 
Pennsylvania 1,566 1 , 733 1, 790 1 , 892 1, 810 1 , 902 
1-iichigan 1, 684 1, 855 1 , 932 2, 120 2, 003 2, 134 
8
survey of Current Business , u.s . Department of 
Commerce , Office of Business Economics , August 1956 , p . 10 . 
TABLE xx :_ 
CHANGES I N PER CAPITA PERSONAL I NCOME 
MASSACHUSETTS AND COMPETITIVE STATES 
9 Selected Years , 1929 -1955 
State Pe r Cent Change (Inc rease ) 
1929 1950 19·53 
to to to 
1955 1955 19.55 
Mas sachusetts 130 26 7 
Connecticut 143 31 3 
Nev.J Yo rk 95 20 5 
New Jersey 148 29 4 
Pennsylvania 1L~5 21 1 
Michigan 169 27 1 
9 
Ibid . , p . 11 . 
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1954 
to 
19.55 
7 
6 
5 
4 
5 
7 
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5. What are present indications as to future 
Economic activity in Massachusetts? SubstantiaL evidence 
of a trend toward resurgence of the assachusetts economy 
I 
was provided on January 31 , 1957 .wi th the announcement 
of a new $100 , 000 , 000 center to be constructed in the 
Back Bay area of Boston around a 50- story building to be 
erected by the Prudential Insurance Company of America . 
Prudential's President Carrol M. Shanks said that the 
center would be the world's largest integrated business , 
civic and residential center and added, "The next two 
de cades will see a new industrial revolution in New 
Engl and . This area will grow and develop more in the 
next 20 years than du ring any comparab le peri od in its 
history . 1110 
Alfred C. Neal , former Director of Research of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston , before leaving to take 
up his new duties as Pres ident of t he Committee for 
Economic Development in New York reported t hat the economy 
is on the upgrade . In an intervievr with Juan Cameron 
published in the Boston Sunday Herald of October 7 , 1956 , 
he spoke of new industry replacing t h e old . "The 
10 Boston Traveler , January 31, 1957, p . 3 · 
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service and electronic industries have replaced hundreds 
of thousands of lost textile job s during the pas t 10 
years . " Business development g roups have sprung up in 
the past 10 years . Ninety such groups , employing 828 
persons , spent $9 million in 1955 to attract industry 
to New England . "Count the new office building proposals 
for Boston the past six months . Add to t hat the re-
development projects ready to get under way . " He calls 
this "another part of a new business faith in t he 
community that many said was absent." He also points 
out that"the new industries had higher productivity , 
higher pay than older firms they replaced . ~roductivity 
in the industries was 45 per cent higher , wage s 16 per 
cent higher than in older industries . 1111 
The Assets as a Stimulant and Cost of the Debt 
We have now looked into certain key aspects of 
the economy in Massachusetts during the past ten years 
in which the debt has grown and have found that , simul -
taneously , the economic activity of the state has also grown . 
Is it possible t hat there is some correlat ion between the 
debt , the newly created assets and the resurgent economy? 
11 
Boston Herald , October 7, 1956 , Section V. 
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As we said in our introduction , t h is is a subject which 
cannot be nicely weighed or measured . But it is possible 
to make some observations and to appraise certain influences . 
The deb t can , of course , be measured . And we 
have seen that it has been costing t h e Commonwealth an 
average of about twenty million dollars a year , but 
that the cost is now about t wice that figure a nd will 
reach a p eak of triple that figure in 1959 . V.Te have , 
however , traced the cost to industry in 1956 as abo ut four 
and a half million dollars . 
The assets can be appraised from several points of 
view . We can consider their contribution to the economy 
wh ile they ru"e in p rocess of construction and 1r1e can then 
consider t he i r contribution as comp leted facilities . As 
to the former , it is obvious that t h e expenditure of a 
billion dollars over t he p eriod of twelve to fifteen years 
has an income effect on the economy , or what is known as 
the multipli e r effect . 
The multiplier effect of the s p end i ng . Alvin H. 
Hansen, Professor of Political Economy at Harvard University , 
has estimated t h e multiplying effect on income resulting from 
an increase in autonomous investment . He i l lustrates 
s pecifically how an autonomous investme n t of $10 per year 
over a p eriod of 10 years can result in an a ggregate increase 
of income of $567, assumi ng a propensity to consume of 
12 
two - thirds and an accelerator of 2. 
Applying his analysis to the average of $50 
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millions per year of investment by the Commonwealth from 
1945 to 1954, He could expect something like $2, 835 
millions of added incorre to result from the debt, insofar 
as the ~~500 millions were s pent on capital improvements 
and remained in the state . 
According to informed opinion, no analysis has 
ever be en made as to the percentage of the expenditures 
incurred in the accu.."llulation of the debt which remained 
in Massachusetts . Inqui ries at the office of the Budget 
Co~"llissioner , the Taxpayers ' Federation, the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Boston and the Advisory Board drew negative 
answers . Interest was shovm by all in such a study , however . 
Regardless of the degree to which capital investment 
induces additional income and , in turn, more investment , 
there can be no doubt that the expendi tures by the Common-
wealth have t o a considerable degree stimul ated t he economy . 
The stim~lating effect of the highway pro gram on the 
construction industry is indicated in Table XXI _ s ho1rring 
that from 1949 t hrough 1955 2057 projects were awarded , for 
an aggregate amount of $424 , 961 , 600 . 
Year 
1949 
19.50 
19.51 
19.52 
19.53 
19.54 
19.5.5 
TABLE XXI 
SUM11ARY OF CONTRACT ~,!ORK LOAD 
OF 
THE DEFARTI·lENT OF PUBLIC vlORKS 
UHDER ACCELERATED HI GHHAY PROGRAivi13 
PROJECTS Al.,TARDED 
Numbe r Cost 
198 $23 , 394 , 300 
26.5 $43, 8.54 , 100 
207 $.53,171 , 200 
274 ~~70' .522 ' 800 
283 ~.54,330 , 100 
417 (,'i89 ' 99 3 '900 
413 'tp89 , 69.5 ' 200 
Total 20.57 'i"p424 , 961, 600 
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We have also seen in Table X[I that Capitm outlay ex-
penditure s from 1948 to 19.56 comprised 488 proj ects 
totalling $128 , 6.50 , 000 actually s pent . And we saw in 
Chapter VII how these expe nditures were allocated in 19.56 
among state institutions for construction and improvements 
in all pa rts of the CommomrJe a l th . Add to these the ex-
pend i tures for construction at the Lo gan Airport , in the 
13 The Massachusett s Hi ghway Stor~ , Massachusetts 
Department of Public Work s , February 19 6, p . 9 . 
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Port of Boston and the expenditures for flood control 
and f or recreational park facilities , and we see an 
example of t he increase in autonomous inves t ment which 
gives rise to t h e multiplier effect explained by Professor 
Hansen . 
Uses of Assets by Industry 
If we now turn to consideration of t he assets as 
completed facilities and attempt to appra i se t heir role 
as a stimulant to industry , v-1e should keep in mind t heir 
distinctive characteristics and pur poses . First t here 
are the facilities for impr oved trans portation by highway, 
by air and by water . These are e s sential to the growth of 
industry and t h eir use by industry is demonstrated by 
such evidence as is shown on Map IV , by the rises in 
revenue at Logan Airport and the Port of Boston and by 
the increase in collections of the gasoline tax . These 
are the productive assets , representing 69 per cent of 
the total debt . 
Included in the second category of assets are t hose 
1r1hich have to do with the general welfare, co nsisting pri-
marily of construction of buildings at state institutions 
for education, health , correction and administration . The 
benefit to industry of these assets is of a secondary nature . 
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They reflect an attitude of responsibility of the Common-
wealth for providing services and fa c ilities for those 
c itizens who require them, and this in turn makes for 
better morale in the labor forc e . 
It is a wel l recognized fact that the existence 
of adequate community facilities is a prime essential 
for attracting wor kers and industry . Massachuse tts has 
traditionally been distinguished for t he number and ex-
cellenc e of its educational, health , we lfare , and recreation-
al institutions and facilities . During t he long period of 
depression of t he 1930 ' s and World War II these institu-
tions had not been pro perly maintained , and the Capital 
Out lay program was designed to restore t hem to forme r 
standards . To industry this me ans that Massachusetts i s 
not in the position of a state which, hav ing attrac ted 
industry to itself by p romises of low taxes, finds itself 
faced with the p roblem of prov iding new facilities of 
this nature in order to accommodate its growing population . 
This is an important as pect of t he usef ulness of t hi s 
catego ry of assets to industry . Once t hes e capital outlay 
pro jects are c ompleted, co sts of maintenance and renair 
should be moderate . 
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Cost of Assets to Industry 
We should also keep in mind that, while not all 
the projected assets are yet available for use, we have 
appraised the cost to industry of the debt only in terms 
of servicing the debt currently outstanding. In terms of 
cost per establishment, we can see that the 1956 total of 
$4,536,000 industry tax was distributed among approximately 
11,000 establishments--if we use the latest figures shown 
in Table XVII. This would average about $4o9. per 
establishment, or in terms of the 711,400 employees shown 
in Table XVIII, this would mean an average cost of about 
$6.30 per employee. We may safely conclude that the assets 
are worth this much or more to industry. 
Summary and Conclusion 
In this chapter we have brought together various 
indices of economic activity in Massachusetts during the 
past decade while the debt of the Commonwealth has been 
growing. They show that industry has increased its output by 
about 49 per cent and its value-added by about 30 per cent, 
that private capital investment is increasing more rapidly 
than in the nation as a whole, that unemployment is no 
longer an acute problem and that per capita income has 
been rising faster than in competitive states or in the 
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nation as a whole . And there are significant indications 
that the trend is toward continued growth . 
The Commonwealth's expansion program has played a 
role in the resurgence of industry, both through the 
multiplier effect of the spending itself and t he uses of 
the assets created by the spending . The cost to industry 
of this program during 1956 is estimated to be approximately 
$409 per establishment , or abou t $6. 30 per employee . 
This evidence causes us to conclude that the value 
to industry of the newly created assets exceeds t heir cost 
to industry . 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this paper has been to review the 
growth of the debt of the Commonwealth of r1assachusetts 
and to discover whether or not it has deterred the 
growth of industry . In order to accomplish this we 
have approached the subject in tvn steps , first looking 
at the nature of the debt, and then appraising the assets 
created by it and examining the trend of industrial 
activity . In Part I we have traced the growth of the 
debt , compared it with the debts of other states , analyzed 
its nature and its structure and the requirements for 
its service . In Part II we have attempted to appraise 
the influence of the debt on the economy, particularly 
on industry . He have reviewed the problems of debt 
administration, traced the impac t of debt on taxes and 
the burden of debt - incurred taxes on industry . :Je have 
analyzed the nature of the assets created by the spending 
and indicated the usefulness of the assets to the economy 
as a whole and to industry . Finally, we h ave reviewed 
the trends in industry itself during the period in whi ch 
the debt has grown . 
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Early in the course of this project it was dis -
covered that no study of this parti cular nature had 
previously beenmade , in consequence of which it was 
necessary to assemble a considerable volume of original 
source material and to rely to an unusual extent upon 
interviews . Out of these data only that fraction of the 
material which was most pertinent to the subject has been 
presented , in order that the flow of thought might proceed 
smoothly through the essential considerations . 
In summary we find that the Commonwealth is dis-
tinguished by a responsible debt record extending from 
early Colonian days and evidenced by a high rating for 
its bonds . Massachusetts has historically not hesitated 
to borrow for the essential needs of the times, Hhether 
for war or for transportation or for social purposes . 
In following this policy it has often led ot her states 
in borrowi ng , but bas also often led in reduction of debt. 
At the close of World War II t he Commom,.lealth had 
a low debt but inadequate highwalf and institutional 
facilities . There ensued a program of expansion Hhich 
resulted in an increase of debt from about .~15,000 , 000 
to more than a billion dollars and a per c apita debt of. 
~~172 . 69 as of June 30 1 1955, exceeded only by that of 
Delaware . As of June 30, 1956 approximately half of this 
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debt had been issued and half had been authorized but 
not yet is sued . There 1-1ere also contingent liabilities 
and contingent debt aggregat i ng about $300,000,000 v-rhich 
are not included in this analysis, as they are serviced 
from taxes outside the state tax structure . 
Of the total debt of $1 , 019 , 570 , 193, more than 
tv.ro - thirds represents highv-ray construction completed, in 
progress and planned , the servicing of whi ch is provided 
for out of the gasoline tax . The balance of the debt 
is c omprised of about 7 per cent incurred for payment of 
veterans ' bonuses and about 27 per cent for capital 
outlay and miscellaneous purposes . 
The debt has been brought into being v.rithout 
evidence of careful planning , and as a resu l t the Co~~on­
wealth has been faced with critical p roblems of debt 
admin i strat i on . The creation in 1956 of the Massachusetts 
Finance Advisory Board gives some indicat i on that the 
debt will be administered in the future with due regard 
to sound principles . 
The cost of servicing the debt has grown from about 
·,;>2,000 , 000 in 1945 to about ·~41,000 , 000 in 1956 , and this 
figure will be larger in the next few years . However , the 
portion of t his cost which was bormby industry in 1956 
was only ~4 , 536,000 . 
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Taxation is not a determining factor in location of 
industry , although it can exert a decisive influence , in 
certain circumstances . A reputation as a "high-tax" state 
can be a deterrent to the attraction of new industries . 
Certain studies have been made s howing that Massachusetts 
taxes its corporations more severely than other states 
with Hhich it is in competition, while ot her studie s 
indicate the reverse . A subject of such vital importance 
to t he Commonwealth might well be explored at whatever 
length and depth is necessary . 
In reviewing t he nature of t he assets created by 
the debt we have seen that about 93 per cent of t he debt 
is translated into physical faci lities , of vThi ch more 
than t-vJO - t h irds represents add i tions to the Common-v1ealth 1 s 
systems of high-v:ay , air and 1r1ater transportation . The 
Highway prog ran i s providing t he state with 833 .5 mile s 
of construction and t he Logan Airport and Port of Boston 
pro grams have resl.llted in extensive neVI faci l ities for 
a i r and Hater- borne transport ation . These assets are no 
burden on industry , as t heir portion of the debt is being 
serviced in other ways . 
The assets which represent a burden on industry are 
those included in the programs of capital outlay at state 
institutions and for flood cont rol and recreational facilities . 
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These have been necessary improvements and tend to assure 
Massachusetts of its traditional position as a state 
which acts responsibly in providing services in the 
fields of education, health, correction and welfare . 
Because of the nature of the assets it is not 
possible to weigh precisely their value to the economy 
or to industry , but it is possible to review certain key 
indicators of economic activity and to observe the trend . 
In doing so we ave noted that manufacturing output has 
increased, private c apital investment has increased , 
employment has continued at a h i gh level , and per capita 
income has been rising faster than in co mpetitive states . 
One report of activity with which the expansion program of 
the Commonwealth is definitely connected is the statement 
showing that contract construction payrolls in Massachusetts 
rose 17 per cent as compared with 7 per cent for t he 
nation from 1954 to 1955. This in part is an example of 
the multiplier effect of the spending of more than half a 
billion dollars t h rough s ome 2500 projects over a period 
of seven years . 
One important c onsideration is the fact t ha t 
Massachusetts is an area lacking most of the natural re -
s ources and highly dependent on modern transportation for 
movement of raw material s into its manufacturing plants 
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and finished good s to its markets . The rapid growth of 
industry along the new highvJays indicates the usefulness 
of these assets , bo th for transportation of go ods and for 
convenient co~mutation for workers . 
It might 1Ne1l be aske d , 11lrJha t 'ltmtllld - hav.:e been the 
effect on the economy and industry if Massachusetts had 
failed to inaugurate a pro gram of expansion? How "t-muld 
industry have fared with the highway system of 1945? .Jhat 
v-mull be the effect on employee morale if state institutitions 
had been allov-red to deteriorate even further?" 
These are questions which cannot be answered 
statist i cally , but they can serve t o help answer the 
question , "Have these as se ts been worth approximately 
rrlfOO per establishment to industry in 1956? 11 We can con-
clude that they have . He can conclude that t he growth 
of the debt has been no deterrent t o the gr owth of industry . 
11.5 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
In the pages which follow are reported a number 
of interviews by the writer with men whose opini ons are 
based on broad experience and intimate knoHledge of the 
subject . 
While t he interviews were cons iderably longer than 
t hes e notes might indicate , it is believed that in each 
case the essential points have been reported . 
Interview with Mr . Robert s . We eks , Jr ., Manager 
of Hunicipal Bond Department and Ge neral Partner of 
F . s . Mosely & Co. , 50 Congress Street , Boston . 12/20/56 . 
(Mr . Weeks served on the Governor ' s informal 
Debt Advisory Committee prior t o the appointment of the 
official Debt and Fund Advisory Board on October 4, 
1956 , under Chapter 708 of the Acts of 1956.) 
Question: Has the growt h of the debt made the 
bonds of the Commonwealth less saleable? 
Answer: Yes . However, t hi s has nothing to do 
with the credit of the State . It is simply a resul t of 
supply exceeding demand . The ac counts in this section 
are loaded , and they are getting loaded in other sections. 
The volume of issues by Massachusetts is so great t hat the 
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ultimate buyers , such as the casualty comp ani e s , can 
take only part . We have to go elsewhere to sell the 
rest . In fact, the bonds of many of the cities in the 
state are more readily saleable , such as Worceste r, 
Newton , Sp ringfield , Arlington , ~ellesley , etc . Their 
issues are s maller and scarcer . It is the size and the 
frequency of the Massachusetts bonds t hat ha s been harmful . 
Question : Is this being corrected? 
Answe r: Yes . The info~1al committee 's recommen-
dations have resulted in l e ss frequent issues . The 
p ract ice of issuing bond anticipation notes has been 
stopped . The State has caught u p on its borrowing and 
is no1r1 on a current bas i s . The official cornmi ttee will 
be listened t o by the Legi slature and i t is expected 
that future borrowing will be serviced out of revenue . 
Question: What were the objectives of your 
c ommit tee? 
Answe r: l . To attemp t to limit the size of the debt . 
2 . To provide for better manag emen t of the debt . 
Question: \ihat is the· peril point as to the size 
of the debt ? 
Answer : That is hard to say . The highway debt 
pays for i tself . There is, of c ours e, no revenue from 
state buildings . Ho1.vever , borrmving p robably 1r10n ' t increase 
much more . 
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Question: Has the growth of the debt retarded 
the growth of industry? 
Ansv-Jer: It has stimulated the gr owth of industry . 
To be sure , the debt is high, but we are trying to get 
industry in here with it . The expansion of old plants 
and the rise of new industries along Route 128 are an 
example . And now , for the first time in years a nev-1 
office building is going up on Federal Street . The new 
Central Artery must have been a factor , certainly not 
a deterrent . 
On t he other hand , the incidence of taxes is a 
deterrent . The increased personal income tax and property 
tax are deterrents . But the high-vmy debt is a productive 
debt . 
Question: Was Massachusetts taking leadership in 
adopting the capital outlay p ro gram before prices of 
materials and interest rates both rose? 
Answer : Yes . It novl almost looks l ike master 
minding . 
Question : What are the good and bad features of 
the debt? 
Answer : 1 . The highway debt is productive and 
helpful . 
2 . The institutional building program 
was necessary , but it did not provide 
properly for revenues to s ervice the 
buildings . 
bonds? 
3 · The borrovting fo r maintenance and 
repairs is inexcusabl e . The Board 
will endeavor to stop it . 
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4. Maturities have been poorly s c hed uled, 
vJi th large amo un ts coming due in the 
late 60 1 s . These must be s p aced 
better in the future . 
5. The Hi ghHay Funds should be completely 
segregated from the General Funds . 
Question : Why did Moody r evise the rating of the 
Answer: This was inevitable . Moody had long 
been threatening to do so . Moody never gives a reason . 
But of course it was a matter of s ize . Standard & Poor 
still rate Massachusetts Al+ . They are more realistic 
on municipals t han Moody . 
Dun & Bradstree t are keen on Massachusetts in 
their rep orts . 
Questi on: What a bou t the othe r states ? What is 
the attitude of bond buyers toward larg e debt? 
Answer : California is a good example . That state 
comes to the market about as often as Mass a chusetts . But 
the g rowth of t he ir debt is no deterrent . It merely is 
an indication of the way the state has grown . 
Question : What is your overall op inion? 
Answer : I am enthusiastic about what has been done . 
I have faith in both the State and the City of Boston . 
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Interview with Mr . George H. Ellis , Research Director 
of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. December 20 , 1956, 
3:30 - 4:30 P.H. 
The purpose of the interview was to ask hi s 
opinion as to the influence of the debt of the Common-
wealth on the growth of industry in Massachusetts , con-
sidering the contribution to industry growth made by the 
cap ital assets created by the debt . 
To facilitate the conversation, t he writer had 
prepared questions . These questions , with a s~mary of 
the answers , were as follows: 
Question: On page 11 of The Economic State of 
New England you say , 11"t-1anufacturing is the heart of New 
England ' s well - being . " Is this still true and can you 
apply it to today ' s condition? 
AnsHer: Emphatically, Yes . You can measure i t 
in terms of jobs , i ncome , opportunity . Over one-third of 
personal i ncome payments are traceable to manufacturing 
payrolls , and more through dividends , etc . The trend in 
manufacturing can support the pri mary and tertiary fields . 
Any weakness might show up first in manufacturing . }anu-
f acturing prosperity is critical in sup·. ort of the region r s 
prosperity . 
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Question: On page 17 you speak of "success in 
transforming its manufacturing activities" as a "testi-
monial to the region's basic adaptability" and on page 23 
you say that Nev-1 Englanders "have consistently displayed 
resourcefulness in adapting to chang i ng cond i tions in 
changing times . " would you say that Massac husetts ' 
capital improvement program is an example? 
Answer: No . 
Q-uestion: On page 411 you say that "New capital 
investment in New England must be larger if t he region 
is to increase its competitive strength . " Will the debt -
created capital improvement pro gram help or deter? 
Answer: It is not a question of size of the debt 
but of the distribution of t he tax burden . 
This is illustrated by the studies made as to the 
location decisions of large firms in planning branch 
plants . These decisions are in two parts . First is 
the very broad decision as to the general area to be 
selected . Here taxation plays no part . The important 
considerations are raw materials , processing costs and 
transfer costs . It is assumed that in any broad region 
there is almost as wide a range of taxation as you find 
anyv-1here in the United states . So the manufacturer selects 
a general area without tax consideration . 
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Second c ome s the selection of a specific state • 
. 
If a state has a negative reputation for any one thing . •• 
taxes , labor, business climate .. • then the executive at 
onc e gives that state low preference . This happens early 
in the process and may be critical . Business men do have 
opinions , often illogical and irrat i onal. 
One such opinion is a general att itude toward 
Massachusetts and taxes . (This is based on three surveys . ) 
Once the fir.m is satisfied as to raw materials , 
transfer c osts and fuels as being equally available in 
several locations , it rates i ts c heckl ist of ot her factors. 
Taxation is one of these factors . 
Some firms actually find that they c an do better 
in Mass achusetts . But as a usual thing they find t at 
the d ependence of the state on the property tax and 
business tax results in hi gher taxation in Massachusetts 
t han in competitive states . This is espe cially true of 
hotels and office buildings . 
Mass achuse tts has a reputation of being a poo r 
tax state ••. • rt is con s id ered to be &~ong the top in 
its dependence on corpora tions for i ts tax revenue . This 
burden on corporatiom is a de terren t to economic growth . 
Bulwaire i n his talk on Oc t ober 4 at the Foundation 
dinner made it c lear . 
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Massachusetts cannot afford to be over the 
average in its burden on manufacturing corpora tions . 
It should , on the other hand , provide incentives for 
corporations . Massac husett s i s pas sing up a c hance to 
mak e itself c ompetit ive t h rough tax advantages . 
Something can be done about it . 
Funds c ome from individuals or corpora tions . 
Withholding tax might close some loopholes . The Federal 
tax for~s can be followed . And there must be a sales tax . 
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Interview with Mr . Sherwin C. Badge r, Financial 
Vice resident of New England Mutual Life Insurance 
Company and Chairman of the Massachusetts Finance Ad-
visory Board , created under Chapter 708 of the Acts 
of 1956 . (12/27/56. Reviewed and verified 4/15/57·) 
According to the terms of t he Act , "The Board 
has the responsibility of surveying the direct and con-
tingent debt requirenents of the Commonwealth at least 
quarterly . It must also furnish the Governor and Council, 
the State Treasurer and the Legislature with its 
recommendations on the overall debt pattern 1r1i th respect 
to present and f uture maturity schedules and interest 
requirements , the best time s and me t hod s for mar keting 
prospective bonds and notes by the State , me t hod s of 
refinanc ing mat uring obligations , the volume of short -
term debt , the size of t he present and prospective debt , 
the fina ncing of self-liquidating pro jects, and whether 
p roposed expenditures should be fi nanced from the sale 
of bonds . " 
Question: Has any study ever been made as to the 
percent of the Massachusetts debt ovmed inside the state? 
Answer: No . There are no such records . Ar chaic 
methods have been in use until the last few years . Only 
recently have business mac ines been insta~ led in important 
departments , such as tax records . 
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Question: Has t he re ever been a study made as to 
the amount of the expe nditures re presented by the debt 
that has stayed insid e the state? 
Answer: No . The Federal Reserve p eople tried 
it and gave up . Such a study would be helpful. 
Question: Has the program represented by the 
debt b ee n worth the cost to industry? 
Answer: On the whole , yes . There are two 
major categories . The highway debt can be considered 
constructive finance . You c an see t he results along Route 
128 and put your finger on its value . This is more than 
half the debt and doesn't disturb me at all . But there 
is the part of the debt t' ~at means paying for dead horses. 
One ex~mple is the Veterans' Bonus and another is the 
debt t h at was incurred for maintenance and repairs . As to 
the capital outlay for state institutions , these are obli-
gat ions that we c ouldn 't afford in the dep ression and 
couldn 1 t accomplish during t e vrar . l~- e simply had to c atch 
up. This part is justified . 
Question: Has t he state reached the end of borrowing? 
Answer: That's t he ~64 , 000 question . As far as 
capacity to pay and service , no . But we are reac hing t h e 
limit because of marke t co ndi tions . I am s ure , boHever , 
t hat , at a rate, we could sell another half bill i on bonds . 
Question: What will t he Board rec ommend? 
Answer: ~ have n 't decided yet what to suggest . 
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There are very real p ro bler1s . The debt service is a hodg e -
podge , with a horrible maturity sc hedule , bunching up in 
the early 60 1 s . 'l.rJe may have to refina nce . ~<Je ho p e to 
get ma terial together to instruc t legislators about t h e 
facts of the debt in simple , understandab le language . There 
are conflicting philosophies as to terms . He should be 
allowed to issue bond- anticipation notes in cases of 
emergencies , but the constitution has been interp reted 
to allow only tax- anticipation notes . Je hope to get 
legislation to correct t hat . There is also c onfusion 
as to responsibility . Does it lie with t he Governor or 
the Treasurer? 
Question: How about Federal aid f o r high1ays? 
Ans1v-er: No one knoHs . 'ltle will p robably have to 
exp end all the latest ~200 million on our own and ho pe 
to get back at least $100 million from t he Federal 
e overnment . How much of the road prog ram will receive 90 
per cent aid is not at all settl e d . 
Question: On t h e v1hole , then , you feel that in-
dustry has been stimulated? 
Answer: Think what traffic would be like if we 
hadn't done this , and think ho~v- costly that is for workers 
and the movement of goods . 
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Interview with Mr . Jarvis Hunt , General Counsel 
for Associated Industries of Massachusetts and f ormer 
President of the Senate of Massachusetts (1941-1944) . 
12/27/56 . 
~uestion : In your experience , has the growth 
of the Massachusetts debt deterred any industry from 
locating in this state? 
Answer: For years we have talked with businessmen 
considering our area and no one has ever asked us about 
the size of the debt . It makes no difference in t he ir 
. 
choice of location . They do ask about taxes and whether 
the budget is balanced , but they are chiefly interested 
in the labor market and other factors . When General 
Motors picked Framingham for their new plant , they knew 
that they could do better 1,Jith taxes in NevJ Hampshire , 
but they liked the labor situation here and also wanted 
to be nearer to t heir market . Mr . Charles Adams told me 
that his choice of location for Raytheon was determined 
by the necessity of being not more than one hour from 
the c~~bridge research area . People are conditioned 
to government debt, and the state debt takes on little 
importance in comparison with the Federal debt . 
Comment by l'vlr . Frank H. Prendergast , Managing 
Editor of Industry , published by Associated Industries 
of l'vlassachusetts . 12/27/56 . 
~uestion : Has the highway pro gram resulted in 
any measurable growth of industry? 
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AnsHer: Yes . He conservatively estimate that the 
new plants and equipment erected along Route 128 since 
its completion five years ago have a round value of 
<l~ 5 :;pl o, ooo ,ooo. And the number of such plants is growing . 
There are other developments along other highv-Jays Hhich 
have not been fully appraised as yet . 
Interview with I·1r . Lav-Jrence W. ~!hi te , Bond Buyer 
of Schirmer , Atherton & Company, Bo ston. 12/19/56. 
Question: 1·Jhy did oody c hange the rating of 
Massachusetts bonds from Aaa to Aa ? 
Answer: Moody's ratings don 1 t mean much . Merely 
a technicality , because of the size of the debt . Actually 
we c onsider Massachusetts bond s top grade . No thing better 
in the state . A first mortgage on everything in the state. 
All Massachusetts needs to do to cover the bonds is to raise 
the tax . If you don 't pay , they take your home . They also 
c ome ahead of cities and towns, and Moody rates none of 
t hem loHer than A. I wouldn 1 t take it seriously . 
Mo ody gi ves no reasons . 'fhey just revise v.Ji thout 
explanation . 
Interview with Mr . Frank J . Zeo, Assistant 
Executive Director , Massachuse tts Federati on of Tax-
payers Associations , Inc . 12/7/56. 
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Question: Is the growth of the debt a deterrent 
to the growth of industry? 
Answer: There are two sides to this question . 
On the reverse side remember that Massachusetts i s on 
the march , to keep pace with the automobile . The state 
has been aggressive in bringing its facilities up to 
date . Much of our present debt is hi ghway debt , for mos t 
of which provision for financing has been in order . 
Question: Wha t is the Federation's posi tion? 
Answer: The Federation has suppor ted the h i ghway 
bond issues to date because they were for the pur pose 
of accelerating t he needed highw~ construc tion in the 
Commonwealth . Th e Federation believes , however, t hat 
the regular highway construction program, financed out of 
current revenues , s hould have been continued along with 
t he bond issue p rogram . 
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Interview with Lyman H. Ziegler , Municipal Con-
sultant , Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers Associations , 
Inc . 12/20- 28/ 56 . 
Question : What has been t h e effect of Route 128 
on industry? 
Answer : No authoritative study has been made . 
But indications are t hat t he maj or ity of f i r ms merely 
transferred out t he re from t hickly populated centers , to 
get better transportation faciliti e s . The maj ority of 
t he firms along 128 are merely distribution facilities . 
To a large extent t he apparent growth of business in 
t he outskirts reflects geographical shift s r ather than 
expansion of business activity . 
You'll find t hat t he average new plant in Massachusetts 
covers about 40 , 000 square feet , whereas t he average in 
Connecticut is 190 , 000 . These figures are from Thomas ' 
reports . 
Question : What a bout the general effect of the 
capital program? 
Ansv.rer: The effect of t he pro gram has been to im-
prove the p sycho l ogy generally, a factor which can ' t be 
measured . 
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Lately smart real estate people have been buying 
property in the City of Boston . I have great respect 
for the judgment of the market . Manufacturing , except 
for a few s pecialized situations such as gar~ent making 
where employees have no cars and have to walk to work , 
has been moving out of bhe City . But t h e department 
stores are holding t heir own and the service organizations 
like adverti s ing and the financial fields are doing well 
in the City. 
Interview with Mr . Nor.man MacDonald, Executive 
Director of the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers 
Associations, Inc . 1/3/57· 
Question: Has the growth of the debt deterred 
the growth of industry? 
Answer: Not yet . This is a relatively new 
position for the state. But t h e impact of servicing the 
debt in the future is quite another t hing . When you 
reach the position where t hirty to forty million dollars 
pe r year will be needed just for service it becomes a 
considerable economi c factor . 
The debt per~ can 't be segregated from total 
operating cos t s . As it grows , the total of taxe s will 
rise . It will start hurting tomorrow . 
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Our research depart~ent has analyzed the debt 
service requirement s for t he next twenty-five years and 
find that , even if no new debt is incurred, it will take 
approximately one billion two hundred and twenty- two 
million to pay off and servi ce what we now have . And of 
course t he re will be more debt . We estimate t hat from 
1958 through 1980 , if interest is projected at 3 per cent 
and if bonds now authorized are sold as pl anned , principal 
payments will aggregate $908,495 , 000 and interest 
$224,348,000 . This includes only the General Pur pose 
and Highway funds and is exclusive of bonds issued for 
Airport , Port of Boston and Recreational Areas . 
As to the effect on industry , this must hurt . 
We have no objection to debt excep t that debt 
must be paid . And it can be paid only through taxes , 
a large part of which falls on industry . That puts u s 
at a serious disadvantage competitively with othe r 
state s , especially NevJ Jersey , NevJ York , Pennsylvania and 
Michigan , and to a certai n extent vli th California . 
Actually , there are fewer people employed each 
year in Massachusetts . The number of establishments is 
not important . It is the total numbe r of people employed 
that counts , including both manufacturing and the t ertiary 
industries , which are complementary . 
The way in which taxes hurt us competitively is 
shovm in charge s fo r electric pov-Jer . 'He have the highest 
in the nation . I·Jhy? It c osts no more to produce and dis-
tribute electri city here . The difference is in taxes which 
must be pas sed on to con sumers and industry . 
Everything costs more in Massachusetts . We have the 
highest corporation taxes , the highest liquor taxes and 
will soon have the highest gasoline tax. It places in-
dustry in a most difficult position . 
Our taxes will be used , in order of magnitude for 
1 . Debt service 
2 . Mental health 
J . Welfare 
4· Education 
I t all goes back to the poli cy of borrowing in 
preference to appropriating . I magine the great state 
of Massachusetts borrowing to pay for automobiles and 
light fixtures . It is fantastic . As a result our over-
all debt is and will be more of a burden on industry 
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t han in the states with which we are fighting for survival . 
Either we encourage the growth of indust ry or we 
rest on being a recreational area . 
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ABSTRACT 
The Growth of the Debt of 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
During the twelve years following World War II 
the debt of Massachusetts has grown from about fifteen 
million dollars to more than a billion dollars . This 
rise in debt has caused widespread apprehension both as 
to the credit of the Cormnom>Jeal th and as to the effect 
on industry , through the burden of increased taxation . 
Massachusetts is peculiarly dependent on manufacturing 
ror its economic well - being, inasmuch as the area is 
lacking in most of t he natural resources necessary for 
the primary types of economic activity such as a griculture 
and mining . It is also geographically situated in a corner 
of the nation , vJi th a result that transfer costs of raw 
materials into the state and of finished products out of 
the state constitute a substantial factor cost~ . -r.iassachu-
setts is in competition with other states both for sale of 
its products and for inducement to new industries to add 
to its income and employment . Consequently any trend of 
government fiscal policy which results in an extra burden 
of taxation on industry presents a problem which calls for 
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analysis and appraisal . A seventy- fold increase in debt 
in twelve years seemed to present such a problem and 
appeared to be worthy of analytical study . Yet , on 
searching for source material , this writer discovered 
that no study of this particular nature had been made . 
Having established t he need for such a study , we 
than proceeded to secure the essential facts necessary 
for ob je ctive analysis and appraisal . This involved first 
a comprehensive collection of the data , the history of 
the debt policy of the Commonwealth, the post - war growth 
of the debt , the comparison of the debt with the debts 
of other states , the nature and structure of the debt 
and the problems of servicing t he debt . This constitutes 
Part I of t he thesis . In it we find t hat Massachusetts 
has for sDme two hundred years exercised its borrowi ng 
power with discretion and responsibility , adapting its 
debt policy to the needs of the time s , expanding and con-
tracting its outlays often counter to the practice of other 
states . 
Following World War II the Commonwealth embarked on 
a program of capital expansion v.rhi ch has resulted in a per 
capita debt second only to t hat of Dela-vmre . We have seen 
that this debt is of two major part s , contingent and direct , 
and t hat the contingent debt is serviced out of assessments 
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on 43 communities and requires no direct taxation by the 
Commonwealth . The direct debt, as of the year- end of 
1956 , aggregated slightly more than one billion dollars , 
of whi ch about five hundred and thirty million dollars 
had been issued and about five hundred million dollars 
had been authorized but not ye t issued . we then noted 
that about 66 per cent of this debt was for highway con-
struction and about 27 per cent for capital outlay , 
principally for expansion and rehabilitation of state 
institutions. The remaining 7 per cent was incurred for 
payment of veterans' bonuses . 
We then found that the highway debt is serviced from 
the proceeds of a gasoline tax, leaving about 34 per cent 
of the debt to be serviced out of general tax revenues . 
In Part II we then traced the impact of the debt 
on industry . We found that the debt had been incurred 
without due regard to sound principles of administration , 
with the result that heavy maturities will be faced in the 
1960 1 s . However , steps have been taken to administer the 
debt with better planning in the future . 
Then, tracing the impact of debt on taxation of 
industry, we found that during 1956 only 6 per cent of 
total corporate taxes were required for debt service . We 
also found t hat taxation itself is not a determining 
factor in location of industry . ~·Ie presented opposing 
findings as to Hhether Massachusetts is in fact a "high 
tax" state and suggested further study . 
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Tracing the assets created by the debt , we found 
that t he new highways and the improvements at Logan Airport 
and the Port of Boston are providing essential facilities 
to industry for transfer of materials and -vmrkers and that 
the construction program at state institutions ish elping 
to restore t he Commom..realth' s services in the fields of 
education, health, correction and vrelfare to their former 
high standards . The highways are a direct stimulant to 
industry and the building program constitutes an important 
contribution to the community from which industry must draw 
its employees • 
Finally, we looked at certain key indices of economic 
activity and found that during the post - 1-mr period industry 
has grown in output and value - added · and that unemployment is 
no longer a critical problem . Simultaneously per capita 
income has not only increased but also increased at a higher 
ratio than in competitive states . We indicated that the assets 
created by the debt have been a stimulant to industry but cost 
industry only an average of ~400 per establishment in 1956 . We 
concluded that the debt has been to date no deterrent to the 
grov-rth of industry . 
